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SUMMARY 

Sl. The work described in this paper stems from an initiative by the Energy 
-:C:echno~ogy Support l!~it ~TSU) to dcx:ument and evaluate the building 
s1mu1atton models which nnght be used in the UK Department of Energy 
Passive Solar Programme. 

S2. Criteria for model e'\!aluation were developed in the four key areas of Credi
bility, Performance Assessment Capability, Ease of Use and Resources. 

Credibility is taken as a belief that simulation results are not too far removed 
from reality. It was considered in terms of: 

• Acceptance by the modelling community. 

• Extent of participation in validation exercises. 

• Technical appraisal of the model and algorithms. 

Performance assessment capability relates directly to the use of models in 
the programme. It was considered in terms of: 

• 

• 

• 

The aspects on which a design is assessed . 

Features which the model was capable of representing . 

Application of the model to example design cases . 

Ease of use covers all aspects of using the model, in the areas of: 

• 

• 

• 

The user interface . 

Quality and extent of documentation and user support . 

Modification and development of the model. 

Resources are considered in terms of: 

• 

• 

• 

Manpower required to set up and to run simulations . 

Hardware requirements . 

Computer run times . 

S3. A questionnaire fgnnat was developed to obtain information from the 
.model aµthors to allow easy comparison of the information given for each 
model and to ensure that supporting evidence to statements could be traced. 

The Questionnaire was structured in a logical order which covered all rele
vant areas while avoiding unnecessary repetition. Unfortunately. the crite
ria for ev;tluation did not provide a suitable framework for meeting these 
needs, an~ a separate structure was developed for the Questionnaire. As a 
result, there was no one-to-one mapping between the replies and the crite
ria; most criteri~ require information from several sections of the Question
naire and many answers are used for a number of criteria. 

S4. The Questionnaire was sent to the author groups and a visit was made to 
each to discuss it and to note any ambiguous or misleading questions. A 
final Visit was then made to discuss the replies with the authors and to make 
any changes which were needed. 

Summary 

While perhaps seeming an exhaustive and time-consuming process, it did 
produce a set of. answers of clarity and high quality, and helped in build
ing up additional background information. 
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S5. When the replies were returned in :revised form, their most striking feature 
was the large volume of information. This was reduced and summarised 
in three stages: 

• at the level of individual questions; 

• at the level of selection criteria; 

• at the level of main merits of each model. 

Reduction to the first stage provjded a firm basis for comparison by reduc
ing the replies to each question to a similar foim and quantity for all the 
models. The seeo~d stage provided the material for mapping back to the 
criteria, while the final summary of advantages gave a brief overview of 
the main results from the exercise. 

S6. The mapping of th~ replies .from the ~uestionnair~ back to the cri.teria ~
volved abstracttn·g mformat1on from different sections of the quesnonnarre 
and bringing it together to make a reasoned, but necessarily subjective, 
evaluation of ~e strengths and weaknesses of the model. The main prob
lem was achieving a synthesis of those parts of the questionnaire which re
lated most closely to the criterion in question. 

S7. The approach adopted jr) th~ exerci~~ was successful in evaluating lar~e, 
complex simulation models on broad criteria. The use of a Questionnarre 
appears to be a ·very effective way, perhaps the only way, of obtaining the 
necessary information in a suitable form for comparison. 

S8. 

In the mapping back from replies to criteria, the lack of a one-to-one corre
s·pondence made the task more difficult. However, it is difficult to see how 
this could have been avoided without compromising one or both of the set 
of criteria and the Questionnaire content. 

The feedback from this process highlighted the major problems. Firstly, 
completion in sufficient detail to be meaningful is time consuming. It is 
doubtful whether model authors would undertake the task without some 
f~rm of reward . . S.econdly, the process involved ~ disclos~ of informa
non on both .model structure ~d component algonthms which could be re
garded as commercially confidential. It is doubtful whether the informa
tion would be released for models which are not in the public domain. 

It is interesting to note. the importance of human judgement in evaluating 
sof~are for rriodellin~ essentially determini.stic rrocesses. This seems to 
be because, while individual algorithms can be scientifically' compared 
relatively simply, their relationship with the real physical and human 
worlds is entirely external to the software. 

Summary 
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A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE 
DOCUMENTATION OF BUILDING 

THERMAL SIMULATION MODELS 

INTRODUCTION 

This rep~rt has ,its origins in an ext:r~i~e to evaluate thr~ computer mod~ls f o.r 
dtennal srmulatJon. The work was imttated by ETSU with the overall ob3ecuve 
of selecting, on the best available eviclelllce, ·the· simulation models which should 
be adopted for the UK Passive Solar Programme [ 1 ]. Part of this work was a con
tract awarded to Newcastle UnlVersity to prepare and evaluate documented infor
mation on the three public domain models ESP [2], HTB2 [3] and SERI-RES [4], 
which were considered to be the most appropriate candidates for the UK pro
gramme. 

The initial part of the process was to determine the criteria for model selection; to 
develop a questionnaire; and· to establish a procedure for obtaining the replies. 
W.t:ien this was co~l?lete, it was found necessary to condense and summarise the 
replies before mappmg them.back to the criteria for the!urposes of evaluation. 
Finally, summary tables of the principal advantages an disadvantages of each 
model were devised showing how they related to the criteria. 

The report on the exercise wa·s long and specific to the UK Passive Solar Pro
gramme. However, it was felt that much of the material could be of interest to 
·others con~emplating exercises of a s~milar nature. These might include the evalu
ation of thermal models for use in areas other than passive solar design, where 
some of the· material could be used directly. Another applicationcould be the 
evaluation of other large ·simulation packages where some aspects of the work 
could be adopted. 

The outcome was this report, which contains a description of the exercise and the 
difficulties encountered and an explanation of how the evaluation was made. By 
way of example, some of the infonnation on the three models is included; this 
helps to put the process of condensing and summarising replies into context. 
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2.0 CRITERIA FOR MODEL SELECTION 

In selecting a model for a ,Particular task, the ideal position is to have a formal and 
detajfed specification agam·st which the candidate model(s) can be evaluated. This 
would enable any shortfall in performance to be identified and an objective view 
to be taken of the strengths and weaknesses of the model. Within the time and re
source constraint, this was not possible and consequently a formal specification 
was not drawn up. 

This was due firstly to the complex and divers¥ nature of the problems being ad
dressed and, secondly, it would have resulted in a description of a model which 
did not exist at that time. It was considered that a more productive way forward 
was to examine, more i!l a qualitative than a quantitative way, the four key areas 
which emerged as a result of discussions with individuals involved in the Passive 
Solar Programme. These were the following: 

1) Credibility 

2) Performance Assessment Capability 

3) Ease of Use of the Model 

4) Resources 

The choice of criteria was arrived at subjectively. The same criteria may be suit
able for other pwposes and are not testable formally, but a different set of criteria 
may be necessary, dependent both on the natl,lre of the models and the purpose for 
which they are required. The four areas are discussed in the following sections. 

2.1 CREDIBILITY 

Building simulation is only of use if there is sufficient confidence to make deci
sions and take actions on the basis of the simulation results. It is now generally 
recognised that simulation models cannot precisely represent reality. The magni
tude of the discre.Pancy between simulation and reality is specific to each model 
and to each· building/system/use pattern combination. Unfortunately there is cur
rently little infonnation available on this i~sue for any building thermal simulation 
model and little consensus on what levels of uncertainty could be tolerated for the 
different applications. 

Model credibility in this context must therefore be taken as a belief that simula
tion results are nottoo far removed from what happens in reality. The bases of 
this belief (or lack of it) may come from informed technical appraisals; from the 
results of applying models to practical problems and (sometimes prejudiced) in
tuitive judgements on the current state of simulation modellin~. Credibility in this 
context is largely a matter of.judgement and implies no defininve statements about 
accurac~ the science of building simulation is not sufficiently advanced to make 
such statements possibl~ for any area of application beyond the trivial. 

The conclusion is that the users of simulation models must live for the foreseeable 
future with an unspecified degree of uncertainty in the ouq>Ut from simulation 
models. While ·work on understanding the uncertainty of simulation models is 
Oeing.undertaken, two parallel courses of action could be followed to add credence 
and reduce potential criticism of their use: 

• Adopt methods of using simulation which are robust to uncertainties in the 
models. That is, to openly acknowledge their weaknesses and to use an ap
propriate strategy for dealing with these weaknesses. 

Criteria for Model Selection Page 7 
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• Ensure that the model(s) being used are state of the art and command some 
respect and confidence by others. 

The former is an issue of 1Dethodology and dependent upon particular applications, 
but some information on the latter can be generated by establishing the accept
ance and use of the model outside the institution or organization where it was de
veloped; the involvement of the niooel ·in validation exercises and the perceived 
rigour of the algorithins and model structure. 

Model Acceptance 

The term 'model acceptance' is used to encompass a number of issues (distinct 
from validation) which may give· some indication of the credibility of the model 
to external users: 

Evolution: The evolution of a model is indicative of the following issues which 
contribute towards credibility: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

The direction and aims behind developments . 

The recognition of shortcomings which have triggered modifications . 

The amount of effort which has gone into its development and the expertise 
which has grown up as a result. 

The 'credibility rating' by those who provide funding for model development. 

External Use: External use brings with it across-fertilization of ideas and construc
tive criticism, and sometimes involvement in improving the model. While a list 
of outside us~rs can be provid~d, it does not always make clear how extensively a 
model has been used, althou~h resulting reports can sometimes help. In general, 
significant external use may mdicate that: 

• The model is adequately documented for people unfamiliar with its use . 

• The input and output data structure and user interface are sufficiently de-
veloped for outside users. 

• The program will recover from most simple errors made by the user. 

The author groups know that they will be judged by the performance of the model, 
so will only release it when they themselves have some confidence in it. 

Future Developm~nts: Future developments often consist of the visions of enthusi
astic authors who have yet to secure funding for their ideas. Information on work 
already in hand, and the general status of the author group and the current model, 
provide more useful pointers to the future. Of particular interest to potential ex
ternal users are: 

• Availability of funding suggests that the model is perceived as being reliable 
and that it has a future role to play. 

• Fundamental development is unlikely to occur if the software structure is not 
robust enough to support modifications and additions. 

Validation 

A major strand in any argument to support claims of credibility and confidence 
for any model is its involvement in exercises aimed at establishmg its validity. 

It is easy to be critic~l of attempts at model validation. For example, early empiri
cal validation exercises were originally intended to demonstrate the accuracy of 
the model, but expeijence ha$ subsequently shown this to be a naive approach. 
At best,:'it sii:nply showed by how much (and possibly why) the model diverged 
from reality for one partiCular situation. At worst, and quite often, the exercise 
failed completely Qetause an empirical 'truth' data set of adequate quality could 
not be produced. While Inter validation studies have been more comprehensive in 
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their treannent, encompassing inter-model comparison exercises and sensitivity 
studies, they have yet to fully establish the uncertainties involved with simulation 
in the building field for any model. 

Nevertheless, the process of being used in validation exercises is valuable in itself, 
for example: 

• Independent scrutiny of code often leads to the questioning of assumptions 
made by the model authors. 

• Different boundary conditions and building types will test the scope of the 
model and may lead to new or improved algorithms. 

• Major bugs will normally be shown up. 

• Inter-model comparisons often stimulate examination of algorithms, assump-
tions and input data. 

While a review of the performance of the models in validation studies is import
ant in model section, it is a major exercise in its own right. Nevertheless, deter
mining the extent to which the model author groups have been involved in valida
tion studies gives some indication of their concern for the quality of the simula
tion model. 

Technical Appraisal 

A major requirement of any model is that it should be capable of adequately rep
resenting the physical systems and situations which are of interest. 

Judgements are necessarily of a qualitative nature and based on an understanding 
of the models' internal structµre and depth of treatment of physical processes and 
componerits. There ~ Significant difficultjes in making such judgements since, 
at the present time, not enough is known about the depth of treatment needed for 
adequate modelling of different features in different applications. 

In practice, simµlation models range between attempt~ at incorporating an exact 
and rigorous treaonent of all phenomena (impossible to achieve), to very simple 
treatments in which many phenomena are lumped together and represented by a 
reduced .Dumber of parameters. The si.mplifications used in a reduced parameter 
Il)odel are inte.nded to be close to realism in a limited set of conditions where they 
may perform-perfectly adequately .. A more rigorous, first-principle approach 
makes fewer simplifications and therefore has the potential of greater applicability 
and the ability to model more complex situations. 

However, it does not follow auto111atically that the first-principle approach pro
vides 'better' or 'more relevant' answers. Provided the assumptions in the reduced 
parameter model are not seriously violated, the simpler approach can provide 
equally valuable answers. There are many reasons to Justify such a view, among 
which are: 

• 

• 

• 

Features i1,1 a complex model may be represented by algorithms representing 
empirically-derived relationships, such as convection coefficients, which are 
ina.Ppropriate·to many J>TOblei:ps. The resulting simulations may be worse than 
a simpler approach usmg, for example, constant values. 

Both.approaches require user inputs which may, for different reasons, be dif
ficult to estimate; the reduced parameter model demands broad estimates of 
things not calculated, such as the radiation distribution, while the first-prin
ciple model demands parameters for algorithms which may not be readily 
available, such as soil properties. 

In all models, there are inconsistencies in the depth of treatment used for dif
ferent features and the overall accuracy of the simulation may well be deter
mined by the crudest treatment. For example, the error in estimating the an
nual auxiliary energy requirement may be large, even if the fabric flow is ac-
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curately modelled, due to the relatively poor modelling of infiltration and ven
tilation losses. 

While the~e difficulties must influence the conclusions that can be drawn, an exam
ination of depth and rigour can reveal: 

• Whether algorithms incorporated in the model represent the current state of 
the art. 

• A lack of physical realism in the assumptions underlying the algorithms. 

• Problems in the provision of input data which are either not easily available or 
tedious to supply. 

• Differences in the uniformity of treatment of different algorithms. 

• Energy flow paths not represented in sufficient detail leading to limitations in 
the problems that can be addressed. 

2.2 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CAPABILITY 

A major and obvious requirement is that the model must be capable of carrying 
. out the rtec;essary performance assessments. A performance assessment can be 

viewed as the testing and evaluation of a design hypothesis, a process which can 
be broken down into three distinct parts: 

• 
• 

• 

Determining the aspects on which a design is to be assessed . 

Determining the features which must be available in the model to adequately 
represent the physical system to be assessed. 

Establishing the method to be used in carrying out a particular performance 
assessment. 

The latter is not addressed in this l?aper since .it is concemed with ~ow the perfor
mance assessments should be earned out, which should be model independent. It 
should, however, with some thought, be possible to Cletermine the capabilities re
quired for a given application. This is not a trivial task since it involves translat
ing a complete understanding of the problem area in terms of both the range and 
level of treatment of the physical processes that have to be addressed. 

This analysis tends to result in the ~pecification of the minimum capabilities re
quired of the model ~ince it may not recognise the continual development in the 
range and nature of the design questions and the performance assessment that simu
. lation models are being asked to address. For example, in the ETSU Passive Solar 
Pro~amme, an initi~ concern 'With ~~al spa~e heating ener~ e':'panded to en
compass comfon and ·subsequently dayltghtmg, and a more realistic treatment of 
plant and controls and air movement is now seen as being important in many situ
ations. 

This evolutio~ in p~rformanc~ assessments makes it extremely difficult to draw a 
boundary around the required capabiljties of the model. To do so is tantamount 
to anticipating all the possible questions which designers might wish to address. 
The conclusion is that there is a need for the model to be capable of responding to 
future developments. 

Depending upon the application, this may require some or all of the following: 

• 

• 

Page 10 

The model possesses, as a minimum, the required performance assessment ca
pability. 

The availability of experience of using the model and source code and user do
cumentation. 
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• The flexibility to enable algorithms to be changed and new ones added. 

• The potential for dealing with future developments in building components 
and services. 

EASE OF USE 

For the efficient employment of resources, ease of use of the models is essential. 
This is considered under three headings: the user interface; documentation and 
support; and ease of modification. 

The User Interface: The interface between the model and the user must either be 
at a sufficiently developed stage or capable of development so that it can be oper
ated successfully by the user. 

There. may be a n~ to tailor the model interface to meet the particular needs of 
a qser, especially where standardised performanc::e assessments are being carried 
out. This streamlining reduces the manpower requirement. The primary require
ments are therefore to determine the nature of the existing interface and whether 
this is already satisfactory, or could be made so within acceptable times and costs, 
by determining 

for inputs: 

• The level of user support. 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

The time required to become familiar with using the model. 

The guidance available on translating from physical description to input data 
set. 

The size and form of the input data structures, and the ease with which they 
may be edited. 

The extent and nature of default values for values not specified by the user . 

What checks are made to ensure that input data are reasonable and consistent. 

for outputs: 

• The range of possible outputs and the control exercised by the user over the 
level of output. 

• The size and form of the output data structures. 

• The facilities available within the model for the processing and communica
tion of the simulation results. 

• The ease with which output data sets may be linked to other software for post-
processing, such as high quality graphics. 

Documentation and Support: Documentation and software support are seen as 
being esse~tial to any prOgTaJll!lle of sim~lation studies, even where there is a good 
blend of computing and architectural science skills. Guidance is essential in help
ing the user io understand how the model works, to be aware of its limitations, to 
make intelligent use of its features and to prevent misconceptions arising. 

Enquiries must therefore be made with respect to: 

• The state of both the user and source code documentation and the level of sup-
port available from the model author gToups. / 

M.odification and Development: The evolutionary nature of performance assess
ments, already discussed, imposes a need to modify and to extend models. En-
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quiries must therefore be made of the ease with which the following modifications 
may be effected: 

• Temporary modifications for testing, special configurations, controls or out
puts. 

• Extensions to capabilities, with little change to existing code. 

• Major revisions and extensions affecting the whole model. 

2.4 RESOURCES 

The nature of the problem and the number and duration of simulation runs gener
ate a demand fur both manpower and co.mputing resource. Ensuring that costs can 
be contained is an essential part of any programme of work and may have a signi
ficant impact on model selection. 

Manpower Resources 

Experience of using models has identified a need for both computing and archi
tectural science skills. An important consideration is the range and balance of skills 
required and the effort required to carry out the simulations. 

The manpower effort is dependent upon both the manpower skills available and 
the fre~uency of model use. The model may be used routinely by a group having 
specialist computing and building science skills; or used occasionally by people 
without specialised knowledge in architectural or similar practices. The need is 
therefore to assess: 

• The implications for the manpower resources and the skills necessary for using 
different models. 

Computing Resource 

The selection of the model can have resource implications; the machine used must 
have the hardware features required and sufficientprocessing power and memory 
to run the simulations. The run time problem c.ould of course be solved either by 
investing in more hardware or by changing the methodology so that fewer runs are 
required. 

The enquiries to be made regarding hardware are: 

• The hardware facilities required for the model, leaving sufficient spare work
ing capacity. 

• The computing time needed to run simulations. 

Page 12 Criteria for Model Selection 
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3.0 OBTAINING THE INFORMATION 

A questionnaire format was adopted to allow easy comparison of the information 
given for each model and to ensure that supporting evidence to statements could 
be traced. 

The previous work of Littler [5], Lebens [6], James [7] and, especially, the 
BRE/SERC validation team [8,9, 101 were used to establish the basic framework 
of the questionnaire. This was subsequently revised after a·round of discussions 
·with individuals who were actively involved in modelling in the U.K. 

The questions were designed, as far as Y.Ossible, to produce specific and unam
biguous answers. ft was difficult to avd1d a.sking for similar information in differ
ent contexts within· the questi,onna.ire, but redundancy was avoided as far as 
possible. Some .important questions could not be asked, such as "how accurate is 
the model?", because they were impossible to answer. A set of design cases was 
included to allow the model groups 'to demonstntte h.ow the model would be used 
in a range of relevant applications, the application here being passive solar design. 
These were intended to test the model capabilities and not to test approaches to 
performance assessment. ln general, a set of design cases would be devised which 
was most appropriate to the evaluation exercise being undertaken. 

3.1 QUESTIONNAIRE FORMAT 

It was clearly essential that the Questionnaire should be structured in a logical order 
which covered all relevant areas while avoiding unnecessary repetition. Unfortu
nately, the criteria for selection did not provide a. suitable framework for meeting 
these needs anµ this is almost c~nain to be the case for any set of criteria. Conse
quently, a. separate structure was developed for. the Questionnaire. As a result, 
there was no one-to-one mapping between the replies and the criteria; most crite
ria require information from several sections of the questionnaire, and many 
answers are used for a number of criteria. 

The final version of the questionnaire (Annex 1) is set out in ten sections as fol
lows: 

SECTION 1.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Model Identifier 

1.2 Model Details 

PURPOSE To determine which version of the model would be released to ETSU and to 
obtain an outline of its hardware and software implementation(s). 

CRITERIA None. 

SECTION 2.0 STATUS OF RELEASED VERSION 

2.1 Model Evolution 

2.2 Previous Use 

2.3 Model Verification 

2.4 Documentary Evidence 

PURPOSE To provide an overview of the development of the model in order to assess 
issues relating to credibility and to give the background within which the re
leased version can be evaluated: 

CRITERIA Credibility, Performance Assessment. 

Obtaining the Information Page 13 
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SECTION 3.0 CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

3.1 Current Enhancements 

3.2 Current Funding 

3.3 Short Tenn Enhancements 

3.4 Future Developments 

PURPOSE To anticipate any current and future developments which would be of value 
to the user. 

CRITERIA Credibility, Perfonnance AssessmenL 

SECTION 4.0 MODEL S1RUCTURE 

4.1 Primitives 

4.2 Philosophy 

4.3 Data Transfer 

4.4 Geometric Representation 

4.5 Time 

4.6 Coupling of Air and Fabric 

4.7 Coupling of Building and Controls 

4.8 Multi-zone Treatment 

4.9 Numerical Solutions 

4.10 Preconditioning 

4.11 Limitations 

PURPOSE To establish the major.structural features of the model in order to detennine 
the overall level of treatment and any major limjtations to its performance as-
sessment capability. It is also inrucative of possible constraints on future de-
velopments. 

CRITERIA Credibility, Perfonnance Assessment, Ease of Use. 

SECTION 5.0 COMPONENT ALGORITHMS 

5.1 Solar Radiation 

5.2 Building Fabric 

5.3 Ventilation, Infiltration and Interzone Air Movement 

5.4 Heat Transfer Mechanisms 

5.5 Stratification 

5.6 Casual Gains 

5.7 Moisture 

5.8 Occupancy Effects 

5.9 Comfort 

5.10 Heating and Cooling Systems 

5.11 Plant and Controls 

5.12 Daylighting Systems 

PURPOSE To establish the treatment of the thenno-physical processes which are of con
cern to the user, (e.g. solar radiation and air movement). 

CRITERIA Credibility, Perfonnance AssessmenL 

Obtaining the Information 
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SECTION 6.0 MODEL FEATURES 

6.1 Performance Assessments 

6.2 Documentary Evidence 

6.3 Building Features 

6.4 Plant and Control Features 

6.5 Documentary Evidence 

6.6 Design Cases 

PURPOSE To establish the performance assessment capability, enquiries are made in the 
."~ntf?xt of a \}articular. ap_plic~tio!l· . TJle Design Cases are seen as. being. of 
considerable importance m bnngmg together the mooe1 dependent issues in
volved in making performance assessments. 

CRI1ERIA Credibility, Performance Assessment 

SECTION 7.0 SOURCE CODE 

7.1 Availability 

7.2 Coding 

7.3 Updating 

7.4 Source Code Modifications 

PURPOSE To establish the availability of the source code and the ease with which it can 
· be modified. Past experience h.as shown that source code modification is an 

essential requirement for adapting the model to meet the evolving needs of 
the user. 

CR11ERIA Performance Assessment, Ease of Use. 

SECTION 8.0 USER SUPPORT 

8.1 Availability 

8.2 Updating 

8.3 User Experience 

8.4 Modelling Strategies 

8.5 Assistance 

8.6 Support 

PURPOSE To establish the level of current and future user support in terms of solving 
software problems, supplying documentation, and updating software as re
quired. 

CR11ERIA Credibility, Performance Assessment, Ease of Use, Resources. 

SECTION 9.0 USER INTERFACE 

9 .1 Data Input and Input Constraints 

9.2 Output Data Sets 

9.3 Training Period 

9.4 Free comment on User Interface 

PURPOSE To determine the quality of the user interface in terms of documentation, ease 
of data input, error checking and proceedings for output data processing and 
interpretation. 

CRITERIA Credibility, Performance Assessment, Ease of Use, Resources. 

Obtaining the Information Page 15 



SECTION 10.0 FREE COMMENT 

PURPOSE To allow the model grou,PS to raise any points they feel have been inadequ
ately covered elsewhere m the Questionnaire. 

CRITERIA Credibility, Performance Assessment, Ease of Use, Resources. 

3.2 MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE 

A draft of the Questionnaire was sent to the author groups, and a visit was made 
to each to dicuss it and to note any ambiguous or misleading questions. A revised 
Questionnaire (Annex 1) wa·s then sent for completion and return. A final visit 
was then made to discuss the replies with the authors and to make any changes 
which were needed 

While perhaps se~~ng an exhaustive and ti~e-consuming process, it appeared to 
work well. The vis.its were found to be very helpful. They produced a set of ques
tions and answers of clarity and high quality, and helped m building up addinonal 
background infonnation which was found to be invaluable for the later stages. By 
imposing a series of meetings on the author groups, it was possible to adhere to a 
programme more easily than it might have been using correspondence, given the 
other pressures on the author groups. 

3.3 NATURE OF REPLIES 

In order to answer questions fully, it was necessary to disclose detailed informa
tion on algorithms and model structure. This · caused no problems for the models 
under study because they are au in the public domain and much is already known 
about the software. However, for many commercial models, this would probably 
be unacceptable. 

When the replies were returned in revised form, their most striking feature was the 
large volume of information. When replies were compared, it was clear that des
pite the careful stnicturing of questions, the authors had dealt with each question 
ma slightly different way. The space given for answers varied and had been de
signed to indicate approximately the ambuJ)t of information expected, but with no 
strict limit enforced. Nevertheless, the replies varied greatly in length, with short 
replies often being quite adequate. 

This variation in length sqmetimes reflected differences in the extent or depth of 
inodel treatment, but also the individual approaches to the answering of the ques
tions. 

It was clear that much effon had gone into responding to the Questionnaire. Such 
a good resporise could not be expected from an author group with no potential re
wards in prospect for their efforts. 

3.4 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Duri.ng the evaluation of replies, it was felt that no significant areas had been 
missed out of the Questionnaire. On the other hand, a considerable amount of ad
ditional background information on the model had been gathered. Sources in
cluded (lemonstrations .of the models, examinations of hard copy of inputs and out
puts, and off-the-record comments from authors groups and others. This 'infor-
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3.5 

mal' information had contributed an important part to the exercise. In retrospect, 
it seemed that the Questionnaire could not have been extended to elicit such infor
mation, however detailed or searching the questions; the information lay in an
·other dimension. 

Firstly, lan~uage cannot adequately portray many complex non-verbal processes 
(such as usmg 1iJ1 editor). Secondly, ·many conclusions are only drawn after men
tally sifting a large amount of formal and informal information. It would have 
been ineffective to enquire these of model authors directly; due to the special :pos
tion and intimate familiarity of the authors with their models, certain questions 
could not have been fairly asked, while others would not have produced useful 
answers. 

PROCESSING OF INFORMATION 

9iven the diverse na~ure of replies and th~ importance ?f bac~ground infof!llation, 
it was necessary to reduce and summanse the matenal. This was done m three 
stages: 

• at the level of individual questions; 

• at the level of selection criteria; 

• at the level of main advantages and disadvantages. 

Reduction to the first stage provide.cl a firm basis for comparison by reducing the 
. replies· to each question to a similar form and quantity far all the models. The sec

ond stage provided the m.aterial for mapping back to the criteria, while the final 
summary of advantages gave a brief overview of the main results from the exer
cise. This is described in more detail in Section 4.0 to 6.0. 

Obtaining the lnlonnation Page 17 
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4.0 ST AGE 1: SUMMARY OF REPLIES 

To produce a first-stage analysis of ~e replies, the documentation for each model 
[ l l, 12,13) was evaluated and a summary of all three models together was :prepared 
in the format of the Questionnaire, with~ su~ary section for each quesnon. The 
first tas~ ~as t<? d~c~de what ~ferred specific~ly to th~ model in its prese_nt form 
and to distmgu1sh 1t from a<;lditional background matenal and methods which may 
be routinely applied b"Qt are strictly ·external to the model. For example, in a per
formance assessment there is a need to separate the method of approaching the 
problem from model capabilities. 

The _next step was .to filter out the supertluous information, whatever the differing 
amounts given, and then to sum.manse the residual essential information for each 
~odel. For most questions this summary was just a short paragraph or a single 
line. A brief conclusion was also made for each question, designed to assist the 
reader to identify similarities and differences. For example; ''All model treatments 
similar", or "The lack of ... in X is a serious disadvantage for ... ". 

In some cases, judgements. were made on possible improvements to models; if it 
was felt that an importan~ short.coming in one model compared to the others could 
(or.could not) be overcome by a. simple software change, then this was stated. Such 
judgements reflected the belief that models are likely to continue to evolve and 
improve according to application. 

The outcome of this stage is given as Annex_2. By combining material from all 
the models under each question, comparisons were greatly facilitated and most of 
the subsequent work was done using this as the base, with only occasional ref
~rence to the original replies being required. However, the availability of the orig
inal replies must still be regarded as an essential element in the evaluation. 

Stage 1 : Summary of Replies Page 19 
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5.0 STAGE 2: EVALUATION AGAINST CRITERIA 

The next stage of the analysis was to map the replies from the questionnaire back 
to the criteria described in Seetion 2.0. This involved abstracting information from 
different sections of the questionnaire and bringing it together to make a reasoned, 
but necessarily subjective, evruuation of the strengths and weaknesses of each 
model. Th.e main problem was achieving a synthesis of those parts of the ques
tionnaire which related most closely to the criterion in question. At this point the 
material QO longer related direcUy to the replies and was at a much more general 
level, with some sections from the Questionnaire relating to more than one crite
rion. Thus it was a difficult exercise which required a thorough familiarity with 
the replies and a careful objectivity. 

In adslition, under each criterion ~ table of ratings from I to 4 for each model and 
,each Questionnaire section included under this criterion was given, with a similar 
overall· table of ratings at the end. While the ratings could be criticised as a vecy 
coarse measure, they y..:ere ·useful in making an overall jud~ement of the models 
on the criteria. The evaluation of the models against the cnteria and the table of 
ratings are not covered in this report. The reasoning behind this decision is that 

· the models. were being evaluated in the context of a particular need and conse
guenlly may not be representative of other uses. Consequently, the discussion is 
!united to setting out some of the issues lying behind the process. 

5.1 CREDIBILITY 

Model Accev.tance: The evolution of the model is usually fairly well- known and 
can be descnbed Succinctly. External use is more difficult because use by exter
nal groups can vary from progressing little further than acquiring the software, to 
continuous use. However, the number of active outside users gives some indica
tion of the popularity of the model and acceptability in the modelling community. 
A description of future developments can be difficult to interpret due to the vague
ness of terms. (What, for example, does.an 'Intelligent Front End' mean for a par
ticular model?). Future plans may also be coloured by the level of enthusiasm of 
the authors. 

Overall, the answers on this aspect tend to speak for themselves, at least for anyone 
already familiar with the models being considered. 

Valid;ition: Limiting the questions to a list of validation exercises without attempt
ing to examine the Qutcomes is useful for the reasons outlined in section 2.1, and 
is unambiguous. It can be interpreted, albeit crudely, as 'the more the better'. 

Technical Appraisal: It is important to have an overall appreciation of model 
depth, rigour and. st:ructure before becpming involved with details of the algo
rithms; therefore Model Structure wa8 considered separately from Component Al
gorithms in the questionnaire. While the questions on Model Structure can eluci
d~te certain key points, much of ~e interpretation comes from general familiari
sation and from informal discussion with authors and users outside the model 
author groups. 

Although a precise criterion cannot be formulated relating to model algorithms, 
questions about these must be precise and detailed. The answers complement the 
answers on Model Structure by filling in the framework. The overall accuracy of 
a model depen(ls on the accuracy of all the processes modelled. Therefore key al
gorithms important for particular aspects of modelling need explaining in detail. 

In the interpretation, the first problem was to reduce the large amount of informa
tion without losing the important points, and then to separate default algorithms 
from options. Many options require a large amount of work on the part of the user, 
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and are consequently rarely used For example, HTB2 requires detailed shading 
information· in the form of masking templates for external surfaces supplied by the 
user fro~ a prep~<?Cesso_r pro.gr3IJ1: .. I!l comparing mod~ls, therefore, it was ~mport
ant to bear-rn mmd which capab1hnes were only achievable through option and 
the additional effort involved. 

5.2 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

Determining _the Performance Assessment Capability from the questionnaire re
plies involves a c9nsideration of Model Outputs, the Physical Features which can 
be modelled and the example design cases. The design cases help to put many as
pects of modelling into a particular context. while replies on other aspects give in
formation relevant to all types of assessment. 

The answers '?n model c;mtputs cannot adequately portray the output facilities; this 
c·an only come from usrng the model for real problems. For example, ESP has a 
data~ase 9f outputs from which many variables can be derived, including derived 
variable~ such as various comfort measures. However, this does not convey the 
fact th.at although the database access is quite powerful, some values, such as ex
ternal temperature, cannot be listed from within this_ module, only plotted on a 
graph. Very of~n. what cannot be obtained is as important as what can. 

A description of the solar, plant lµld contrpl features which can be modelled gives 
little _information on how difficult they are to set up. For ESP, a· full plant and con
trol modelling capability is available in principal, but this is very difficult to use 
and iri. practice rarely, if ever, employed by many users. By contrast, SERI-RES 
has pl~t features which are much more primitiv_e in modelling te.rms, but which 
.can easily be set up by the user. The section on Component Algonthms helped to 
explain the approaches adopted in the design cases, which are largely constrained 
by the algorithms available. 

The design cases were_ found to produce some of the most useful and revealing 
answers of the questionnaire. The cases were selected to test the models adequ
ately without bemg biased towards the strengths of any model, while representing 
a range Qf typical problems. This section was very helpful for putting together the 
mOdel capapilities ariQ. algorithms, the features which could be modelled, and the 
outputs into the context of a quasi-real problem. In general, a set of design cases 
would be devised which was most appropriate to the evaluation being undertaken. 

On aspects not j::Urrently included within the models, phrases such as" ... but could 
be included by a simple modification to subroutine XYZ" are impossible to inter
pret without being familiar with the software, but it is fairest to ignore them. The 
case study for air Oow modelling highlighted limitations of SERI-RES, when it 
was described .as being.not recommended to be used for this problem. Unlike most 
sections, which were of necessity generalised, this section served to illustrate mat
ters of particular concern for the Passive Solar Program. 

It is important to appreciate that the outcome reflected individual modelling ap
prQacl)es; other respondents would ahriost certainly have tackled the problems 
somewhat differently. It was necessary in the interpretation to separate this aspect 
from the matters relating only to the model 

5.3 EASE OF USE 

Information for the criterion of Ease of Use came from questions on the user in
terface (in the section on Model Features) and the section on User Support (from 
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within the model, from manuals, and from author groups). The mapping to the 
criterion was fairly direct, although an additional overall feeling for the user inter
face (from first hand or reported experience of it) was found helpful. 

RESOURCES 

The criterion of Resouces is divided into manpower and machine requirements. 
There was no separate section on resources in the questionnaire. Most of man
power needs were covered in section$ on the user interface and user support, which 
asked specific qtie~tions on manpower, and from information on the software in
dicatin~ extra work needed to obtain outputs in a suitable fonn. However, to ob
t~ esnmates of the total time rC9,uired for a tn>ical exercise with different mod
els, of which the time actually usmg the model is only a part, involves more than 
can be covered in a questionnaire. 

Evaluating machine resources was a difficult area. Minimum machine require
ments for running each model were covered by the section on model details. How
ever, it was not felt possible to formulate questions on resources for simulations 
which could lead to a meaningful comparison between models. Although it might 
be assumed that resource req.uirements could be easily expressed numerically as 
run times and memory requirements, this is not the case for the following reasons: 

• Each model runs on one or more machines with difference characteristics, 
which are changing rapidly as machines evolve. 

• The ratio of simulation times for different models varies with the problem. 

• The amount of output which is saved can be varied in each model, resulting in 
different time spent writing to disc and different storage requirements. 

However, some general conclusions can be drawn from user comments on run 
times, file sizes and results from a number of exercises. 

A thorough comparison of man and machine resource requirements is itself a sig
nificant exercise which was beyond the scope of the Questionnaire. Such an exer
cise was carried out for the three models considered [14] and a summary of the 
main results and conclusions is given in Annex 3. 

The exercise was carried out for two problems; a simple two- zone model of a test 
cell (using al~ three models) and a 13-zone model of a three-bedroomed detached 
house (ustng JUSt ESP and SERI-RES). 

However, the continuing evolution of the models, machines and associated soft
. ware m~ans that this is only a snapshot of a changing situation, and is limited to a 

small number of problems. 
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6.0 ST AGE 3: SUMMARY OF KEY FEATURES 

Ev~i:i at ~tage 2, the summary material still occupied over t~enty pages, and the 
salient differences between the models were not clearly delineated. Therefore a 
summary table was produced for each model, listin~ the advantages and disadvant
ages in two columns. Each i~m was covered by a tltle and a shon paragraph; most 
i~e~s appeared in more tfJan one table, althou~h naturally sometimes in different 
columns. It was felt t,hat this was useful in eliminating many of the less import
ant issues, or areas where all models were similar. The criteria for selection to 
which each item relates are also given. 

ESP: ADV ANT AGES 

Credibility: 
ACCEPTANCE: The model has been 
under development for many years, re
leased to about 60 groups intem~tionally-, 
and adopted by theEw'opean solar. PASYS 
programme. 

Credibility: 
ORIGIN: Developed by a UK group 
with full support and future funding. 

Credibility: 
VALIDATION: Used in several IEA 
exercises, and many other validation 
studies. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
GEOMETRY: Full geometry allows ex
plicit internal radiant transfer, reduces 
user inputs, and allows exrensions into 
other areas. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
HEAT TRANSFER: Se1;>arate convec-

. tive and long-wave radiation transfer 
allowing full definitions of temperatures 
and heat inputs. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
AIR FLOW: Detailed inter-zone model 
for air flows driven by wind pressure, 
buoyancy and fans. 

Performance Assessment: 
PLANT AND CONTROL: Plant and 
control module exists for dynamic model 
of plant irerns and solar features. 

Performance Assessment: 
APPLICABILITY: The scope and 
depth of the model make possible a wide 
range of perf onnance assessments. 

Performance Assessment: 
COMFORT: Separate air and radiant 
ternp_eratures allow definition of accepred 
comfort indices. 

Easeo/Use: 
UNDERSTANDING: A new user could 
1~ to apply the model to simple prob
lems in about a week on a taught course. 

Stage 3: Summary of Key Features 

ESP: DISADVANTAGES 

Credibility/Ease of Use: 
USER MODIFICATIONS: No special 
facilities for temporary software changes 
by user; softwa,re is logically structured 
and thoroughly documented but amount 
and complexity of code means changes re
quire good knowledge of programming. 

Performance Assessment: 
LIGHTING: No lighting in release 5.4. 

Resources: 
RESOURCES: Long run times (despite 
long time steps) due to model comylexity 
and large datasets; but representation can 
be simplified to run faster. 
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HTB2: ADV ANT AGES 

CredibiUty!Performance Assessment: 
AIR FLOW: Inter-zone air flows can be 
modelled with data from user. 

~!PetformanceAssessment: 
APPLICABILITY: The existing scope, 
and ease of extension, allow a wide range 
of perfonnance assessments to be carried 
out. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
FLEXIBILITY: A highly modular and 
flexible structure which clearly separates 
different processes makes it ~asy to 
change, and to add modules; hence it is 
well Suited to research and unusual prob
lems. 

<;redibilityl Performance Assessmellt: 
HEAT TRANSFER: Convective and 
long-wave radiati(;>n transfer treated separ
ately, aJlowing radiant-convective split for 
definition of temperatures and heat inputs. 

Credibility/Ease of Use: 
UNDERSTANDING: Thesimplestruc
ture combined with very good documenta
tion make the model easy to understand; a 
new user could run a simple simulation 
within a week. 

Performance Assessment: 
TIME: The treatment of time is clear 
with few restrictions, and short time steps 
give good resolution. 

Performance Assessment: 
PLANT AND CONTROL: Basic plant 
and control characteristics included using 
'black box• approach, easily extended, but 
no first principle model of plant items. 

Performance Assessment: 
COMFORT: Separate air and radiant 
temperature allow the definition of com
fort indices. 

Performance Assessment/Ease of Use: 
USER MODIFICATIONS: Du m m y 
subroutine 'Zipper' facility makes tem
porary software additions easy to imple
ment. 

HTB2: DISADVANTAGES 

Credibility: 
ACCEPTANCE: The current model is a 
relatively recent recasting of a previous 
model in modular form; so far it has not 
been used to a large extent by outside 
groups. 

Cndibility: 
ORIGIN: The model was developed in 
the UK but there is no current funding 
other than ETSU, and the level of future 
software support is uncertain. 

Credibility: 
VALIDATION: Some algorithms have 
been tested in an IEA annexe but used in 
few external validation studies. 

Performance Assessment: 
LIGHTING: Current version is limited 
to basic lighting control strategies. 

Performance Assessment/Ease of Use: 
GEOMETRY: No internal geometry, 
hence lack' of physical realism in some 
areas, and many user inputs required, par
ticularly for radiation transfer. 

Ease of Use: 
USERINTERFACE: There is little 
software for input and output and no 
graphics facilities for rapid interpretation 
of output. 

Resources: 
RESOURCES: The short time steps 
(netessary for stability), level of detail and 
modular structure mean that run times are 
long. 

Stage 3: Summary of Key Features 
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SERI-RES: ADV ANT AGES 

Crtdibillty: 
ACCEPTANCE: Used for many years 
throughout Europe and rbe USA; version 
1.1 has been released to. nine organisations 
in the UK. 

Credibility: 
VAUDATION: Many algorithms have 
been rigorously tested by SERI, used in 
IE.A exercises, and several field data and 
intermodel comparison exercisess. 

Performance Assessment: 
LIGHTING: The model includes simple 
!ighting ·control algorithms, but without 
mtemal seometry. 
Performance Assessment: 
USER MODIFICATIONS: Du .mm y 
subroutine •user Pon' facility simplifies 
temporary changes and additions to code 
not affecting core of model. 

Ease of Use: 
CAD INTERFACE: Draughting tool 
SCRIBE makes data preparation easier 
and potentially more reliable. 

Ease of Use: 
UNDERSTANDING: The user inter
face is quick to learn (a few days for a 
simple simulation), easy to use, and well
proven in practice. 

Resources: 
RESOURCES: Typical annual simlJ}a
tions take less than an hour and model runs 
on small machines. 

Stage 3: Summary of Key Features 

SERI-RES: DISADVANTAGES 

Credibility: 
ORIGIN: It was developed in the USA 
with that environment in mind, but the UK 

,, version is supported here. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
GEOMETRY: No true internal geo
metry means lack of physical realism in 
some areas; many user inputs required for 
radiation transfer. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
HEATTRANSFER: Combined con
vective and radiant transfer to simplify 
model means temperatures and heat flows 
always in a fixed convective: radiant ratio 
to each other. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
POOR CODE STRUCTURE: T h e 
complex data structure makes even simple 
chfillges to the code in the core of the 
model difficult to implement. 

Credibility/Performance Assessment: 
AIR FLOW: Air mass not represented 
so air temperatures and air flows between 
zones not represented. 

Credibility/Ease of Use: 
USER INPUTS: There are many par
ameters whose choice of values depends 
heavily on user experience. 

Performance Assessment: 
APPLICABILITY: Lack of treatment 
of plant and control, internal radiation, air 
mass and window capacity limit range of 
performance assessments which are 
possible. 

Performance Assessment: 
COMFORT: Lack of separate air and 
radiant temperatures precludes definition 
of accepted comfon indices. 

Performance Assessment: 
DAYLIGHTFACTOR: User-defined 
daylight factor required, calculated out
side model. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The approach adopted in tJ:ie exercise has successfully p,rovided a means of evalu
ating large, complex simulation models on broad criteria. The use of a Question
naire appear~ to be a very effective way, pe:i;haps the only way, of obtaining the 
necessary infonnation in a suitable form for comparison. Making visits to model 
authors ensured a high standard of questions and replies, and developed a famil
iarity with the models. 

The f~back from this pr~ess hi~hlighted the major problems. Firstly, comple
tion in sufficient detail to be mearungf ul is time c~:msuming with many days of ef-

J ort required. Indeed, it is doubtful whether mod'el authors would undertake the 
task without spme form of reward fortheir~fforts. Seeondly, the process involved 
a disclosure of information on both fuodel stnictm:e and component algorithms 

.~hith c~uld be regatdt?d as commercially confid~ntial I! is doub~l wheth~r the 
mformatlon would be released for models which are not m the pubbc domain. 

i:or the im£ortant iss~e of manpower and computer resc;iurc~s. evaluatio~ is p~
ttcularly difficult and is best done by as a separate exercise, 1deally by an mvestt
gator equally familiar with each model and running them on the same machine. 

It is clear that an exercise of this nature will generate a very large volume of in
formation froµi the Questionnaire which will be indigestible in its raw form. In 
addition, a great deal of 'informal' background knowledge will accumulate from 
visits to authors and other sources, much of it not recorded. 

To proceed further, both types of information must be combined and distilled into 
a more concentrated and potent form; this will almost certainly need more than 
one stage. Unless this is done by one person (with review by others), the prob
lems of managing the process to achieve consistency of treatment will be much 
greater, although a team approach may be essential in a large exercise. 

In the mapping back from replies to criteria, the lack of a one-to-one correspond
ence made the task more difficult. However, it is difficult to see how this could 
have been avoided without compromising one or both of the set of criteria and the 
questionnaire content. 

It is interestin~ to note the importance of human judgement in evaluating entirely 
procedural,thrrd generation softw~e U$ed for modelling essentially deterministic 
processes. This .seems fo be because while individual algorithms can be 'scienti
fically' co~pared relatively simply, their relationship with the real physical and 
human worlds is entirely external to the software. Software knows no context. 

Finally, large computer programs h.ave much in .commo~ with living organi.sms; 
they grow, evolve and eventually die. An exercise of this nature can only give a 
snapshot which will start to go out of date as soon as it is complete. 
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1.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Purpose: To identify and describe the fully operational version of the model 
which could be released to ETSU in March 1987. 

Notes: In the following questionnaire all comments should refer to this re
leased version of the model. 

The simulation models and the user interfaces should be identical 
for the alternative hardware implementations options cited in table 
1.2 below. 

1.1 Model Identifier 

If relevant describe the structure underlying the identifier used to designate re
leased versions of the model. 

1.2 Model Details 

Hardware Options 
Released 1 2 

Model Name 
Identifier 

Release Date 

Programme Languages 

Operating System 

Hardware 
Implementations 

Memory Requirements 

Core 
Disk 

Comment if Required 

-, 
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2.0 STATUS OF RELEASED VERSION 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To provide a context in which the released version of the model can 
be evaluated. 

Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which 
should be listed on page 2.4. 

2.1 Model Evolution 

Brief description of evolution of mode] indicating dates of key developments re
sulting in significant changes to the model. 

Date Model Id. Key DeveJopment Ref.No. 

Comment if required 
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2.2 Previous and Current Use 

Previous use of model including both 'in house' consultancy and external users. 
This should cover when and for what purposes the model was used, distinguish
ing between academics and industry. 

Date Model Id. Previous Use Ref.No. 

Comment if required: 
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2.3 Model Verification 

The nature and extent of verification exercises should be declared, but excluding 
the current SERC/BRE study. 

Date Model Id. Verification Studies Ref.No. 

Comment if required: 
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2.4 Documentary Evidence 

References to the documentary evidence cited in Sections 2.1 to 2.3 

Ref.No. Reference 

. 

I 
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3.0 CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Purpose: To anticipate current and future developments. 

3.1 Current Enhancements 

Enhancements already incorporated into the version of the model which is curren
tly under 'in-house' development. 

3.2 Current Funding 

Current funding of model; sources and amount of support including ETSU fund
ing. 
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3.3 Short Term Enhancements 

Enhancements planned within the next six months. 

3.4 Future Developments 

Anticipated future funding and plans for the development of the model. 
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4.0 MODEL STRUCTURE 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To establish the major structural features of the model. This is in
tended to provide an insight into the general approach adopted and 
to determine whether this results in fundamental limitations in the 
way in which buildings and systems may be modelled. 

Terms such as modularity, whose meaning may be in doubt, should 
be clearly defined 

Where possible reference has been made to the BRE/SERC Ques
tionnaire. 

4.1 Primitives 

Definition of any primitive entities fundamental to structure, such as 'zone', 'wall' 
etc. 

4.2 Philosophy 

Brief description of the philosophy underlying the software architecture and data 
structures. 
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4.3 Data Transfer 

Forms of data access and output at run time, distinguishing between main types of 
data and form of storage (eg ASCII, binary files). 

4.4 Geometric Representation 

Principle underlying geometric representation including any limitations on spatial 
form. 

(See also question 9.1, section 3 for detailed treatment) 
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4.5 Time 

1. Is allowance made for the difference between mean solar time at the site and 
local solar time at site (ie the equation of time)? 

2. Is it possible to represent a difference between mean solar time and local clock 
(time zone) time? 

3. Is it possible to include British Summer Time, Daylight Saving Time and the 
lik ? e. 

4. How does the program treat. the time difference between the site and the loca
tion(s) at which weather data was recorded? 
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5. How does the program handle the effects of differences in latitude, and uncor
. rected differences in time and or longitude between site and weather data, e.g. what 

does it do when the local sun has set but there is still direct solar in the weather 
file? 

6. Can schedules for casual gain depend on local solar time (e.g. for lighting) sep
arately from clock time (e.g. activities)? 

7. Can schedu.les distinguish between different days of the week, in particular can 
Saturday and Sunday be different from Monday to Friday? 

8. How long c~ a sitnulation be; are ~~re.limits on the numbers of time steps, the 
length of each ume step, the total period simulated? Can the program handle leap 
years? 
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9. Does the program expect the weather data file to contain values that are aver
ages over some time interval t, or spot measurements at some time T? If values are 
associated with .Tis the average taken between T-t and T; T-t/2 and T+t/2, or T 
and T +t? E.g. what does hour one mean in the weather file, the output and the sche
dules? 

10. How does the temporal resolution of the model output depend on the algo
rithms chosen to solve the heat conduction equations and on the time step lengths 
used in the solutions and for schedules and weather data? 

11. Which parameters can be scheduled? 
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4.6 Coupling of Air and Fabric 

Way in ~hich zones ar~ coupled to the fabric; sepai:ate or comb!ned radiation and 
convection treatment; meanmg of zone ot node pomt; and opuons for treatment 
of the transfer mechanisms in different ways. 

4.7 Coupling of Building and Controls 

The interactio~ of th~ ~odel with control ~d plant modellin~ software .. Is this 
software contained w1thm the model or does ituse external routines? Descnbe the 
nature ,of the treatment of HVAC components (eg explicitly by node repre
sentl;ltion, or using 'bla<;k-box' algorithms) and the effects of control modelling on 
the numerical solution (stability, convergence, iterations). 

(See also questions 5.10 and 5.11) 
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4.8 Multi-zone Treatment 

1. Number of independently controlled zones which can be modelled. 

2. How does the program solve the inter"".wall and interzone interaction problem, 
cg. does it solve the equations explicitly by matrix inversion or implicitly by iter
ation? 

3. Treatment of adjacent but unmodelled zones. 

4. Hone space is divided into zones, for example, to handle stratification, is inter-
· zone radiation transfer possible? 
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4.9 Numerical Solutions 

1. Brief description of solution technique (implicit, explicit or mixed) used at each 
time step, and how iteration is used if at all. 

2. Criteria used to establish time step(s) for solution. 

3. ~sit possible ~or the us~r to specify the computatio~al (iteration) accuracy re
quired for a parucular vanable (eg, wall surface temperature or heat flux). Does 
the program tell the user the accuracy achieved for particular variables? Can the 
user always rely on achieving some known level of accuracy for some variables. 

4. Treatment of non-linearity in equations, including effects of both non-linear 
terms in equations, and the effect of these when an implicit solution technique is 
used (e.g. iteration required). 
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4.10 Preconditioning 

Default and user-controlled preconditioning of state variables for typical simula
tion, and advice to user. 

4.11 Limitations 

A statement which indicates possible limitations inherent in the formulation of the 
model. 
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S.O COMPONENT ALGORITHMS 

Purpose: 

Note: 

To establish the major simulation algorithms of the model. 

This draws heavily on the BRE/SERC Questionnaire with some ad
ditional enquiries concerning issues of particular importance to 
ETSU's Passive Solar Programme. 

5.1 Solar Radiation 

1. Determination of external diffuse and direct radiation and specification of re
flectivity of ground and surrounding buildings. 

To be continued on additional sheets. 
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2. Shading of direct and diffuse radiation by surroundings and building itself, win
dow geometry, blinds, shutters etc. 

3. Treatment of single and multiple glazing srstems including the use of special 
coatings and materials and dynamic or 'smart glazing systems. 
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4. Distribution of diffuse and direct solar radiation on room surf aces and compo
nent retransmitted through the window. 

5. Treatment of furnishings.internal walls and movable thermal insulation. 
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6. Treatment of transmission through two windows into (i) another zone, (ii) di
rectly to- outside (eg, across the comer of a conservatory). 

5.2 Building Fabric 

1. Method used for wall conduction. 
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4. Method used for roof and roof spaces. 

5. Method used for doors, window frames (etc) conduction. 
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6. Time step used for solution of conduction equation. 

7. Method for determining node placement and number of nodes. 
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8. Treatment of walls partitions and furniture within zones. 

9. Is there any facility to take into account moisture effects on fabric thermal be
haviour, including latent load from evaporation from external surfaces, and 
changes in conduction due to moisture content of fabric? 
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5.3 Ventilation, Infiltration and lnterzone Air Movement 

Treatment of infiltr~tion and ventil_ation losses related to wind, temperature, occu
pant behaviour and mechanical systems? Inter zone exchanges within building. 
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5.4 Heat Transfer Mechanisms 

Note: For each of the following make explicit any difference in the treat
ment of opaque and window elements. 

1. Internal convection coefficients. 

2. Internal long wave radiation exchange 
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3. External convection coefficients 

4. External longwave radiation 
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S.S Stratification 

Treatment of stratification within a zone. 

5.6 Casual Gains 

Types of casual gain included and scheduling by time, zone and radiative/ convec
tive split 
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S. 7 Moisture 

Treatment of moisture production and transfer and condensation risk. 

S.8 Occupancy Effects 

To what extent can occupancy effects such as the following be taken into account: 

- operating window screens, such as curtains, blinds and shutters 

- window and door opening and closing 

- latent inputs from washing, cooking and metabolism 

- manual lighting control 

If these are scheduled what is the time increment? 

Can occupancy effects be initiated from within the simulation? 
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5.9 Comfort 

Calculation of indices of comfort as a function of: air movement; humidity; air 
temperature; radiant temperature; direct solar radiation; activity; clothing levels. 

Are these calculated during simulation or from output data. 

5.10 Heating and Cooling Systems 

How are heating and cooling systems modelled? 

(See also question 4. 7) 
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5.11 Plant Controls 

How is control of heating and cooling systems implemented? How can the control 
points for the systems be defined. 
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S.12 Daylighting Systems 

Treatment of daylight levels within zones and control of daylighting and artificial 
lighting installations. Can the interaction between the lighting and thermal systems 
be modelled. 
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6.0 MODEL FEATURES 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To identify how closely the model maps on to ETSU's simulation 
requirements. 

Within the passive solar programme simulation models are used for 
the following purposes: 

Understanding the behaviour of new designs 

Relative performance of alternative designs 

Absolute performance of alternative designs 

Optimisation of performance 

Design and interpretation of field trials 

Design and interpretation of test cell experiments 

6.1 Performance Assessments 

In. evaluatin~ the !Ilodels their a~ility to assess perfo!111ance in the following areas 
will be considered. An opportunity is therefore proVIded to comment freely on ca
pabilities of the model in this respect. 

Note: Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which 
should be listed in section 6.2. 

1. Energy accounting: What accounting methods are available? 

Procedures for assessing utility of casual and solar gains. 
Breakdown of losses by time and type. 

Continue on next page if required 
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2. Plant Performance: Plant sizing; Demand profiles, etc 

Ref.No. 

3. Overheating 

Ref.No. 
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4. Comfort Assessment 

Ref.No. 

5. Utilization of Daylight and artificial lighting 

Ref.No. 
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6. Site Layout 

Ref.No. 

6.2 Documentary Evidence 

References to the documentary evidence cited in Section 6.1 

Ref.No. Reference 
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6.3 Building Features 

The determination of the scope of the model by estalblishing the physical features 
that can be handled. Additional items to be added if required. 

Note: Type (n) Not Modelled 

Type (e) Empirical Relationship 

Type (f) First Principle 

Type (s) Steady State 

Type (qs) Quasi Steady 

Type (d) Dynamic 

Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which 
should be listed in section 6.5. 

1. Features: Direct gain, conservatory, atria, isothermal storage etc. 

Feab.lre Type Comment if Required Ref.No. 
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6.4 Plant and Control Features 

The determination of the scope of. t!ie m~el . by establishin~ the p~ant and control 
features that can be handled. Add.iuonal items to be added 1frequrred. 

Note: Type (n) Not Modelled Type (s) Steady State 

Type (e) Empirical Relationship 

Type (t) First Principle 

Type (qs) Quasi Steady 

Type (d) Dynamic 

Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which 
should be listed in section 6.5. 

1. Heat Sources and Emitters: Fires, Boilers, Electric Storage Radiators, Wet Radi
ators etc. 

Feature Type Comment if Required Ref.No. 
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2. Distribution Systems: Air, water, fans and pumps etc. 

Feature Type Comment if Required Ref.No. 

3. Heat Recovery Systems: Run around coils, cross flow heat exchangers, thermal 
wheels etc. 

Feature Type Comment if Required Ref.No. 
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4. Plant Controls: Thermostats, radiator valves, proportional, integral, digital con
trol etc. 

Feature Type Comment if Required Ref.No. 

5. Domestic Hot Water Supply. 

Feature Type Comment if Required Ref.No. 
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6. Lighting Controls: Manual, Photo electric, Dimming. 

Feature I Type I Comment if Required Ref.No. 

6.5 Documentary Evidence 

References to the documentary evidence cited in Section 6.4. 

Ref.No. Reference 
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6.6 Design Cases 

Many aspect~ of modelling have already been addressed. However, it is difficult 
to appreciate how these would all come together when the model is used. This sec
tion present~ ~ome qesign cases wtiich are judged as bein~ of imponan~e to the 
passive solar prognµnme:The ·au~hors are r~uested to outline the modelhng tech
niq_ues which they might adopt for simulations incorporating a high level of de-

. tail. It should be emphasi2'.e<f that the primary concern is with the capabilities of 
the model and not with i~sues related to performance assessment methods. Par
ticular attention should be paid to the following: 

(a) How the building and plant would be represented and the assumptions and ap
proximations. 

(b) The specification of the required user inputs. 

(c) The modelling techniques that would be adopted to undertake the performance 
assessments neeessary to evaluate the given design options. 

(d) The output that can be generated to indicate the thermal and lighting condi
. lions of the building to provide understanding of the mechanisms involved as 

an aid to design evaluation and decision making. 

(e) An assessment of the time it would take a user with a good basic experience 
of the model to input the data for a simulation 

Three examples have been selected from Energy World 1986 at Milton Keynes 
with the fourth example coming from the ETSU Non-domestic design studies: 

1. CASE STUDY 1: WINDOW SYSTEMS 

2. CASE STUDY 2: CONSERVATORY 

3. CASE STUDY 3: AIR FLOW NETWORK 

4. CASE STUDY 4: DAYLIGHTING 
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1. CASE STUDY I: WINDOW SYSTEMS 

Description 

This case study is based on features of the Haslam Homes houses designed by the 
Feil~en Clegg Design and the Research in Building Group of PCL, and built for 
the 1986 Mi1ton Keines ExbJbitio!l. The following descnption is from Ted Ste
vens "Case Studies', Building Design, Ener~ and Insulation Supplement, July 
1986, and Dean Hawkes "Energetic Twosome ', Architects Journal, 28th January 
1987. 

The houses are grouped to form protected courtyards which provide privacy in 
_ spite of the very high levels of south facing glass. This solution also affords a layout 

capable of using roads on a north-south grid as well as the normal "solar" east
west grid. 

In the Courtyard Houses, RIB explored the limits of south facing windows using 
computer simulations. The computer was asked whether the use of advanced forms 
of glazing covering 100 per cent of the south facade could reduce beating costs 
still further. Simulations were carried out for a detached three-bedroom house, 
using the SERJ-RES computer program. This showed, in round terms, that for 
~lass with a U-value of 0.85 and a solar transmission of 50 per cent, systematically 
increasing the south facing area systematically decreased fuel bills until the whole 
facade was covered. 

This idea was interpreted by Fielden Clegg Design, who felt that an enclosed court 
would give owners the privacy which is lost when large windows face the street. 

Clerestory glazing is used to throw light to the back of the rooms. It also delivers 
beam solar radiation to the heavyweight north wall. 

At night wide thermal curtains with few overlaps will reduce the U- value to 0.6. 
To prevent glare and overheating in summer, and reduce heat loss in winter, the 
clerestory glazing incorporates rotational louvres, white on one side and metallic 
on the other. 

The heating system has been designed as a two temperature hot water system with 
a condensing boiler supplying hot water to thiee zones: living rooms, bedrooms 
and hot water supply. 

It is intended that each zone should be controlled independently with individual 
time controls, two port zone valves and zone thermostats. A sophisticated whole 
house controls package will also be installed. 

Glazing System 

The windows in the Feilden Clegg houses have tJi.P.Ie-glazed, Argon- filled sealed 
µnits. These have a very low U-value (0.85 W/m K)and solar transmission char
acteristics which ensure that the south- facing windows (d~pending on the curtain
ing/blinds/shutters) could achieve a net heat gain through the heating season. Ex
ternal and internal fixed louvres are provided to CQntrol glare in the highly glazed 
kitchen and dining room, and automatically operated low emissivity coated blinds 
are located in front of the main glazing of the clerestory protected by a fourth sheet 
of glass. This is a funher precaution against glare and will also help to avoid sum
mertime overheating. 
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Livin9Room 
Dining Room 
l<ilchen 
StucfrtBedroom 4 
Bedroom 1 
Bedroom2 
t!ecfrooml 

Choice of Issues for Assessment 

SllHlY/ 

~ 

OIHING 

[_ 
KITCHEN 

600mx4 78m 
4 40mx3 55m 
3 25mx3 95m 
4.40mx2 36m 
3 BOm x 2 85m 
2 80m1305m 
3.35m x 2.05m 

/~--

Although there are many fe~tures in this design the area selected for study is re
stricted to a consideration of the performance of the glazing system to the kitchen 
and dining area. 

The following issues have been chosen. 

1. The representation of the high performance glazing system (including inter
nal and external shading, reveals, glazing) and all associated solar processes. 
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2. Particular features of interest are: 

(a) The ability of the model to COJ?e with the operation of the blinds within 
the glazing over short t~me penods (less than 1 hour) and the consequent 
effect on light, solar radiation and heat transmission. 

(b) Facilities within the model to control the operation of the blinds as a func
tion of parameters such as internal temperature or comfort conditions. 

(c) Control of window openings for ventilation and how possible interac
tions with the operation of the blinds may be modelled. 

3. What data could be generated by the model to investigate the energy balance 
of the window system. 

r~ :: : 
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2. CASE STUDY 2: CONSERVATORY 

Description 

This case study is based on on the features of the C.P. ROBERTS home designed 
by the John Bonnington Partnership and built for the 1986 Milton Keynes Exhibi
tion. The following description is based on Ted Stevens" Case Studies" Building 
Design, Energy and Insulation Supplement, July 1986. 

The 4 bedroomed house is square on plan with a double-height, double-glazed 
quadrant shaped conservatory placed in the sou'th-east comer of the plan. With this 

. orientation, the conservatory will receive morning solar gains and will be shielded 
from afternoon solar gains when external air temperatures are likely to have risen 
to a point during the summer that would cause overheating. 

The house has a low external surface to habitable floor area ratio. 

The interior of the house is placed to maximise the extent of glazed areas of hab
itable rooms that open into tbe conservatory as the rate of heat loss through double
glazing is seven times greater than that of any other part of the building envelope. 

Some 150mm of mineral wool has been used in the roof and studwork walls and 
50mm of mineral wool p,artly fills the cavity. ·The inner leaf is of lightweight 
aerated 11Turbo" l;>lockwork. The suspended boarded ground floor is laid on poly
styrene blocks on coi:icrete joists to reduce heat loss. All windows, external doors 
and conservatories are double-glazed, rebated arid fitted with Sealmaster seals. 

The house is prim~ly heated by a w~t S.P.ace heating system using a gas-fired low 
water content triJ?le-pass condensing bmler with a balanced flue. Low temperature 
hot water is distnbuted to high-efficiency radiators fitted with thermostatic valves 
by a low-power consumption pump. Hot water is generated from the same boiler 
and stored in an insulatea thermostatically regulated cylinder. 

Choice of Issues for Assessment 

The area for study is the performance of the double height conservatory and the 
following issues have been selected: 

1. The representation of the energy flow paths between the house and conserva
tory including conduction and air movement. 

2. The particular features of interest are: 

(a) The facilities within the model to handle the solar input to the house and 
conservatory taking into account the form of the building. 

(b) Longwave radiation exchange between house, conservatory and outside. 

(c) Stratification within the conservatory. 

(d) C<>ntrol and represtmtation of v1entilation and/or shading mechanisms to 
prevent summer overheating in the conservatory. 

3. What information could be generated to assess: 
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(a) The environmental conditions within the conservatory, especially the ef
fect of direct insolation on comfort. 

(b) The net energy flow between house and conservatory. 
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Living Room 
Dining Room 
Kitchen 
Solar Court 

Master Bedroom 
Bedroom2 
Bedroom3 
Bedroom4 

-- '=~. 

~~·~ 
Dl:JING }-LIVING ,v· '~ 

SOLAR COURT ~ • 

LAJ 5.12mx4.72m 
3.00m x 4.00m 
4.72mx2.49m 
4.53m x 4.53m 

4.27m x 5.18m 
5.18m x 2.72m 
2.25m x 3.00m 
3.00m x 2.2Sm 
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3. CASE STUDY 3: AIR FLOW NETWORK 

Description 

The following description is based on Ted Stevens "Case Studies" Building De
sign, Energy and Insulation Supplement, July 1986. 

A simple, "low-tech'' approach to energy saving has been adopted by Mowlem for 
its four-bedroom house, designed by Phippen Randall & Parkes. 

Based on the company's experience of building low-energy housing for the Pen
nylands project, an experimental estate consttilcted in Milton Keynes by Mowlem 
during 1979, this solution demonstrates the cost-effective savings which can be 
achieved using simple, proven and reliable systems. 

The house makes good use of passive solar design principles and incorporates fea
tures ~ncludin~ a pour~ ~onc~t~ inner wall, a large sun-~pace, a. lo?' wat.er con
tent/Jugh efficiency boiler, lobbies on outer doors, controlled ventilanon with heat 
recovery, and" high levels of insulation in the roof, walls and floor. 

In energy terms, the ·house is efficient because of its shape, the thermal capacity 
of th.e structure itself which acts as a heat store, the high levels of insulation and 
the efficiency of the controlled heating ventilation system. 

The sunspace is designed to pre-warm air for the heat recovery system and also 
increases solar heat gain to the adjoining living spaces and bedrooms. Two of the 
bedrooms have a door and a balcony into the conservatory. The main entrance on 
_the nonh. si4~ of ~e house is protected from cold north-~ast winds ~~ the ba?i
room proJecO~n and p~rch roof. T~e garage a_n~ covered lmk to the unhty/serv1ce 
entrance provide addmonal screetnng. The unhty room acts as a draught lobby for 
the service entrance into the kitchen. 

All bedrooms have comer windows which allow sunlight to reach the two bed
rooms on the north side of the house and improve direct solar gain to the two main 
bedrooms on the south side. 

The house is built using a poured concrete system for the inner skin with lOOmm 
~xpanded pplysfyrene insulation included in the construction. The ground floo~ is 
insulated with 50mm expanded polystyrene under the floor slab and the roof with 
150mm glass- fibre insulation above ceiling level. The concrete to the inner skin 
and the ground floor ~s d~nse (l,800k~ per cubic m~tt:e) which gives the house 
thermal mass for the passive solar design·. Solar radiatton, absorbed by the con
crete during sunny days, is stored and released as temperatures fall at night, reduc
ing the diurnal change. 

A very low rate of air infiltration will be achieved as a result of using a poured 
concrete construction, draughrproofed and weather stripped double-glazed win
dow~ and doors, draught lobbies at the north _entrances and a room-sealed, bal
anced-flue boiler. On houses of similar construction at Penny lands, infiltration air 
change rates of 0.3 per house have been achieved. A mechanical ventilation sys
tem will therefore be installed to extract moist air from the kitchen and bathroom 
and fresh air will be drawn from the conservatory to supply pre-warmed air in a 
controlled way to living rooms and master bedroom. The extracted air will pass 
through a heat recovery·unit, so that heat is transferred to the fresh air with an ef
ficiency of about 70 per cent. 

Heating is by a wet radiator system using a low water content, gas- fired boiler 
sized for a buildin~ heat loss of 5.5kW. The heating system assumed to have zonal 
controls and individual room thermostatic radiator valves. 
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Choice of Issues for Assessment 

The area for study is the performance of the air flow network within the house and 
the heat recovery system and the following issues have been selected: 

1. The representation of the air flow network, heat recovery and heating systems. 

2. The particular features of interest are: 

(a) The ability of the model to handle latent energy in the heat recovery sys
tem. 

(b) The facilities to handle energy exchanges within the house given zonal 
control of the heating system. 

3. What information could be generated to assess: 
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(a) The effect of the operation of the heating system and the redistribution 
of solar gains via the air flow network on solar utilization. 

(b) The benefit of the heat recovery system and its dependence on the air
tightness of the house. 
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4. CASE STUDY 4: DIY SUPERSTORE 

Description 

The case study is based on material taken from an interim report "An Analysis by 
simulation of the thermal performance of a retail DIY Centre designed by Glaz
zard Archite.cts Co-operative", CAP Scientific, Aug. 1986. 

The proposed DIY Superstore is single storey, with 80% of the floor area taken by 
·the -sales floor and the remaining 20% by a gre.enhouse, coffe.e bar and ancillary 
spaces; There are several features intended to exploit solar energy gains: 

• south-facing rooflights; 

• an automatically controlled lighting system; 

• heavyweight construction to maximise thermal storage and control summer 
overheating; 

• rooflight shutters as both night insulation during the heating season and as 
blinds in the summer. 

--

SALES ~ 

--

I I 
- GREEN :: 

I 1 

HOUSE II 

:J 1 I 
Ground floor plan 
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Rooflight elevation 

The only glazing on the facades is to the greenhouse, which is fully glazed on both 
the south anc;i east facades. However, there are rooflights over the whole floor, 
which are-shown above. Note the shutter blades which are designed to act both as 
shading in summer and as night insulation in the heating season. 

• People 

For simplicity, it is assumed that there are 400 people (including staff) in the 
building during weekends, and 100 during weekdays. Each person contributes 
140W sensible casual gain and the total gain is distributed into zones on the 
basis of their floor area. 

Store open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. six days per week. 

• Equipment 

The assumed electrical equipment is in four zones, emitting the following 
gains: 

Sales floor (tills) 

Offices (computer) 

Kitchen (snacks prep.) 

Toilets (hand dryers) 

lOOOW 

600W 

2000W 

800W 

• Lighting systems 
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The illuminance levels provided in the brief were simplified to give the list 
below. Also shown (in brackets) is the thermal output for the luminaires at their 
full rated output. 

300lux (13.7W/m2) Entrance lobbies, toilets, loading and storage 

500lux (22.4W/m2) Offices, staff areas 

800lux (36.5W/m2
) Sales floor, coffee bar 
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1500lux (68.4W/m2) Greenhouse 

For the sales area, it is assumed that 15% of the total lighting capacity is used 
on product display gondolas and the wallpaper department, and is constantly 
on during occupied hours. 

Choice Of Issues For Assessment 

The design proposal contains a set of passive solar design measures which have 
been evaluated as part of ETSU's Design Studies project to demonstrate which 
measures are successful and should be retained and which measures are not and 
should be either modified or removed. 

~tarting out from the design team's stated intent and their proposed solution, the 
following issues have been selected: 

1. The representation of both the daylighting and artificial lighting installations 
and the control of the systems by (i) Photo electric on/off control and (ii) A 
continuous dimming system. 

2. The particular features of interest are: 

(a) The computation of the internal daylight levels. 

(b) The interception of solar and daylight by the rooflight opening and shut
ter. 

(c) The interaction between the lighting and thermal systems. For example, 
the operation of the rooflight shutters to control overheating will have an 
effect on both the lighting systems and the heat conduction through the 
rooflights. 

3. What information could be generated to assess: 

(a) The influence of the lighting control strategy on the passive solar con
tribution. 

(b) Control strategies for avoiding summer overheating. 
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7.0 SOURCE CODE 

Purpose: Confirm that the. source code is available with adequate documen
tatiou and to establish the ease of modification. 

7.1 Availability 

Confirmation of the availability of the source code and the provision of one copy 
of the soUrce code documentation. 

YES/NO 

I 
7.2 Coding 

An explanation of the coding technique and the authors view of the balance be
tWeen elegance and efficiency versus clarity to unfamiliar users. 
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7.3 Updating 
Description of the procedures adopted for updating and releasing new versions of 
the source code and the associated documentation. 
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7 .4 Source Code Modifications 

A detailed description of how a user could change an algorithm for the following 
cases: 

(a) Any special facilities which do not interfere with main code, e.g. for tempor
aiy insertion of special algorithm or values 

(b) Addition of algorithm, with and without additional 1/0 data. 

Notes: 

Source Code 

Identify any relevant documentation including cross- referencing 
documentation to prevent unexpected results of software changes. 
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8.0 USER SUPPORT 

Purpose: To gauge the support available to the user. 

8.1 Availability 

Confirmation of the availability of user documentation and the provision of one 
copy of the documentation. 

YES/NO 

I 
8.2 Updating 

Description of the procedures adopted for updating and releasing new versions of 
the user documentation. 

8.3 User Experience 

Describe the experience of buildings and simulation modelling expected of a user 
to enable them to understand the documentation and run the model. 
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8.4 Modelling Strategies 

What is the nature of the adv!ce given to the user on strategies for creating physi
cal descriptions suitable for modelling different building types and patterns of 
usage? 
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8.5 A~istance 

To what extent does the software, user or other available documentation assist the 
user in the translation from the chosen physical description to the input data set 
for simulation? 

8.6 Support 

Availability and cost of support within the model author groups to advise external 
users, particularly ETSU and the projected availability of this help over the next 
3 years. 
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9.0 USER INTERFACE 

Purpose: To establish the characteristics of the user interface 

9.1 Data Input and Input Constraints 

1. Describe the formal structure of the input data set. 

2. Describe the metflods of entering and editing data including links to other soft
ware such as architectural drawingpackages, and comments on how appropri
ate different strategies are in different circumstances. 
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3. Input Requirements and constraints including: 

Climatic variables: Method of describing zone geometry and constraints on 
zone shape: Method of specifying window/door geometry, maximum number 
allowed: Maximum number of zones: maximum number of component ele
ments per structure. 

4. Databases of material properties and other 'guide book' data, and guidance on · 
choice of inputs including information about default values generated by the 
model, and whether these can be overidden by the user. 
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5. Extent to which mQdel attempts to ensure that input data are reasonable and 
consistent, including geometnc visualization, topological analysis (eg air flow 
networks, zone linking), range checks on numerical quannties, and cross 
checking against QS bills of quantities. 
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9.2 Output Data Sets 

1. <;ontents and .structure of output data set(s) .befo!e prcx:essing, incl.uding op
tions for varying number of data output dunng sunulauons. Is the mput data 
reflected in the output? 

2. Summary of statistical analyses (averages, regression, extrema, time series etc) 
and forms of presentation (graphical, spreadsheet, tabular etc) directly avail
able to the user. 
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9.3 Training Period 

An estimate of the training period necessary before a new user could run a simple 
simulation from raw data on a building and its usage pattern. 

9.4 Free Comment on User Interface 
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10.0 FREE COMMENT 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

Free Comment 

To p.r.ovide an opportunity for author groups to comment freely on 
any issues arising from the questionnaire or the use of their model 
in the context of the Passive Solar Programme. 

It is :ETSU 's current intention to run SERI-RES for at least the next 
12 months in conjunction with at least one other model. 
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ANNEX2 

SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES 
FOR THE EVALUATION OF BUILDING 

SIMULATION MODELS 

ESP HTB2 SERI-RES 

FOR THEIR ROLE IN PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGN STUDIES 
. FORETSU 

In the summary it is not possible to co-..:er much of the technical detail of the respon-
. ses (equations, theory, etc.). This is a summary of the Questionnaire replies for all 

three mo~els. The general format is a short paragraph about each model, followed 
in some cases by general conclusions corripari.l'lg and constrasting the models. 

It shc;mld be noted that th~ summary was written originally in the context of ETSU' s 
reqlittements for the Passive Solar Programme. 

For brevity, the models are referred to by the first letter of their names, and always 
in alphabetical order. · 

Since the original exercise was completed, significant developments have occurred 
to the models. These are indicated in the appropriate sections by text in italics. Note 
that, in the case ofESP, two distinct versions now exist: a research version at the En
ergy-Simulation Res~ch Unit (ESRU) at the University of Strathclyde, and a com
mercial version at ABACUS Simulations Limited (ASL) on the Kelvin Campus, 
Glasgow. All modifications referred to here are for the ESRU version. 
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1.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To identify and describe the fully operational version of the model 
whJch could be released to ETSU in March 1987. 

In the _following questionnaire all comments should ref er to this re
leased version of the model. 

The simulation models and the user interfaces should be identical 
for the alternative hardware implementations options cited in table 
1.2 below. 

1.1 Model Identifier 

If relevant describe the structure underlying the identifier used to designate re
leased versions of the model. 

E -. Designfl_led fonnat UNIT.DECIMAL.LETIER, eg 5.4b. The UNIT is in
cremented for major releases, DECIMAL is incremented for new features, 
and LE TIER is incremented for bug fixes and general code management. Re
leased version is 5.4. 

H Format is release number, version number, and version date. The version num
ber indicates bug fixes. Released version is 1, version 12. 0. (Usefully) dated 
also. 

s Simple (1.0, 1.1, l.2a, 1.2b) but not explained. 

The identification of different versions is very important when comparing results produced 
by more than one version. 

1.2 Model Details 

E - ESP (Environmental Systems Performance) 

H - HTB2 (Heat Transfer in Buildings 2) 

S - SERI-RES (Solar Energy Research Institute - Residential 
Energy Simulator) 

Identifier: 

E - 5.4 

E - 6.14a 

H - 1.12 

s - 1.2 

Release Date: 

E - March87. 

E - November 88. 

H - April85. 

S - March 87. 

Programme Languages: 

All F/7, except E 'C' also for some recent code. 

Operating System: 

E - Vax/VMS, UNIX (preferred) 

H - Vax/VMS, Prime/PRIMOS, Perkin-Elmer 0532 

S - VaxJVMS,Prime/PRIMOS,MS OOS,Perkin-Elmer0532 

Continued over page 
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Hardware Implementations: 

E - Vax, Sun, Apollo, Whitechapel 

E - Perkin-Elmer 3230 

H - Vax, Prime, Perkin-Elmer 3230 

H - Sun, IBM PC-AT 

S - Vax, Prime, IBM PC, Perkin-Elmer 3230 

If there is an ~plemClllation of a giv~n.m~el on a given machine .• major software upgrades 
may be very difficult un1Cs$ the mac~me JS fµUY. supported (which probably i:ne3!1s used) 
by ihe authors, or the up.ltia<fes are entirely machine independent Implementation is gener
ally simpler for S and tr than for E. 

Memory Requirements: 

Core: 

E - 1.5Mb 

H - 0.35 Mb data, 0.15 Mb program 

s - 0.95Mb 

The core requirement is not very important as models can page in and o'ut of disc. 

Disk: 

Th~ m~nimµm requirement for dis~ is a fraction of.the minimum useful amount ~f ~torage, 
which is around 10 Mb; most of this is used for output data. All models produce similar vol
umes of output data; in general the more disc space available the better. 

E - Widest hardware options but requires graphics screen. 

Annex 2 SUMMARY : Model Description 
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2.0 STATUS OF RELEASED VERSION 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To provide a context in which the released version of the model can 
be evaluated. 

Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which 
should be listed on page 2.4. 

2.1 Model Evolution 

Brief description of evolution of model indicating dates of key developments re
sulting in significant changes to the model. 

Brief descriptions of new features a~ded over development are given but the models as they 
are now will noimalJy be considered in other sections here. Where important new features 
exist on versions under development (principally Release 6 for ESP). the new version will 
be identified. 

E - Continuous development since 1974. Key points are: 

1980-2 graphics and geometric extensions 

1984-6 plant and control simulation 

198~ 7 move to workstations and prototype intelligent front end (still under 
development). 

H - 1971-83 Earlier model (HTB) developed 

1983-85 HTB fundamentally rewritten to produce new modular architecture 
with new docume11tation, renamed HTB2. 

S - The model was originally called SUNCODE. Version 1.0 received from Solar 
Energy Research Institute (SERI) in 1982. Major restructuring and additions 
by Polytechnic of Central London (PCL) 1985-7, leading to version l .2b. 

All models are likely lO suffer undesirable features inherited from early versions as a result 
However, more imp()rtantly, longer use means more bugs will have been ironed out and 
more expertise wilf have been built up. HTB2 is at a disadvantage in being the youngest 

SUMMARY: Status of Released Version Annex 2 Page 2-1 



2.2 Previous and Current Use 

Previous use of model including both 'in house' consultancy and external users. 
This should cover when and for what purposes the model was used, distinguish
ing between academics and industry. 

Difficult to give a brea]cdown as areas overlap (e.g. 'research' overlaps with 'external users') 
and groups have answered in different ways. 
E 

H 

s 

Too extensive to give much detail (e.g. 60 external users). International use 
for research and educatlon: 'A number' of commercial users but limited suc
.cess implied here. Alsoin-bousewnsultancyseivicefor difficult design prob
lems. In particular, it was selected as the European passive solar reference 
model, and 'validated' as part of ihe EC P ASSYS Project (1986). 

All use in~h~us~. Used for a variety of~ui~dings (from domestic to factm;ies). 
Small amount (m-house) consultancy Omnted by resources). Total 12 projects 
identified. 

New Users: Three academic institutions; CAP for E/'SU; British Gas. 

UK: mainly in-house consultancy for ETSU ( 15 projects). Fundamental work 
on accountanC}' (warmth indices, etc.). 4 external users given - only one for 
design in practJce. Al~ software released to 9 mher organisations in the UK, 
commercial & academic. Used extensively by CAP Scientific and others in 
ETSU studies. 

USA: Earlier versions of model (SUN CAT, SUNCODE) used in the UK wide
ly, but no details available. 

E has had the largest use as a research tool and widespread use worldwide. S has been the 
main 'ETSU' .model and h.as ptob~bly de~elop_ed in tune with ETSU's. previo\1s.r~quire
ments. The widespread use of earher versions m the USA strengthens its cred1bil!ly as a 
useful tool. 

2.3 Model Verification 

The nature and extent of verification exercises should be declared, but excluding 
the current SERC/BRE study. 
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Versions l,3,4 used in IEA Annexes 1,4,8,10 and model subject to analytical 
tests by SERI. Cuurerit version S is being tested against test cell data under 
PASYS programme. The ~cxlel ha~ also bee!J v~ry widely used and thus its 
assumpuons have been subject to wide exammatmn. 

Some algorithms tested in IEA Annex and as part of development. Detailed 
validation of plant/control model as part of PhD project using measurements 
for an office. 

Objt!Ctive analytical, testing of algorithms by SERI (more than H or E), and 
by CAP Scientific. Used in IEA Annex VIIl and some intennodel compari-
sons. 

Both E and S subj~t to much more external validation than H. In general, simulation mod
els agree fairly. well. with empirical data, .especially for overall energy requireme~ts_. but 
usually with w1de d~sagreement for some more specific parameters. However, th1s lS no 
guarantee of accuracy or appligibility for other mcxlell1ng which usually involves much 
greater complexity and many more assumptions by the user. 

Annex 2 SUMMARY: Status of Released Version 
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3.0 CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

Purpose: To anticipate current and future developments. 

3.1 Current Enhancements 

Enhancements already incorporated into the version of the model which is curren
tly under 'in-house' development. 

E 

H 

s 

Several developments in plantsim. ulation, lighting control, intelligent user in
terface, oecupant behaviour. Major effort directed towards a more user friend
ly and intelligent interface. 

Improved input-output formats and some more options. Rigorous checking of 
code. 

Enhancements made with 'user port' only: - these were minor extensions, the 
most important being radiant/convective Split for heatinlmls but not for zone 
temperatures. 

3.2 Current Funding 

Current funding of model; sources and amount of support including ETSU fund
ing. 

All models involved in an ETSU funded inter-modelcomparison exercise (IOK each). Also: 

E - Total 120Kcurrentfunding,plusinvolvementinothergrants, l SERC,2EEC. 

H - No other sources at present. 

S - Scribe interface (no figures). 

3.3 Short Term Enhancements 

Enhancements planned within the next six months. 

\ 

E - Release of developments described in 3.1, more passive solar features. 

H - Revision of documentation leading to new release level 1.2. Improvements to 
user interface. 

S - Addition of Scribe interface and improved database and link to PC software 
(Symphony) for graphics results processing. 

Uncertain how important these enhancements would be for passive solar modelling. Initial 
thoughts are: 

E - Changes likely to make it better for outside users; all current developments 
likely to be important 

H - Impending new release likely to be significant improvement on current ver
sion. 

S - Post-processing likely .to smooth and speed up 'production runs' for Perfor
mance Assessments. 
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3.4 Future Developments 

Anticipated future funding and plans for the development of the model. 
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E 

H 

Development and full commercial support for current versions of E will con
. tinue for several years. Event~ally •. model. m.ay be absorbed by the Ener$Y 
· ke.mel System (EKS), now bemg given pnonty treatment by ESRU. In tJus, 
models would be constructed from object-oriented modules contributed by 
different groups. 

No major funding at present, but will be sought; current need for funding to 
produce release 2 and develop plant and control simulation. 

S - Im prov~ ~o~fort/temperall!fC assessment algorithms, but these will still suf-
fer the liimtauoos of a combined 'wne' temperature. 

The stmcture. of E and H both have PQtential for considerable development, but the struc
ture of S is such that major software changes would be impracticable. 
The i;:Ks P.roject is likely to take some years to affect modelling in the UK and ESP will 
remain an independent model for the foreseeable future. 

Annex 2 SUMMARY : Current & Future Developments 
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4.0 MODEL STRUCTURE 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To establish the major structural features of the model. This is in
tended to provide ail ins~ght into f!le general appro~c~ a~opte~ and 
to det.ermme whether this results m fundamental limitauons m the 
way in which buildings and systems may be modelled. 

Terms such as modularity, whose meaning may be in doubt, should 
be clearly defined. 

Where possible reference has been made to the BRE/SERC Ques
tionnaire. 

4.1 Primitives 

Definition of any primitive entities fundamental to structure, such as 'zone', 'wall', 
etc. Words in Upper case are given special meaning by the authors. 

(See detailed definitions in individual replies; the following are general comments) 

E - A ZONE is a volume of fluid (nonnally air) assumed to be fully mixed rep
resented by one capacity node ~d bounded by surface J>Oly~ons. More than 
one ZONE can exist within a pysical space by using 'vinual surfaces. Win
dows and doors can be ptire resistances or have capacitance nodes. 

H - A SPACE is a mixed volume of air represented by one node. 

A ZONE is a SPACE or collection of SPACES bounded by physical surfaces 
with radiation exchange between them. 

A CONSTRUCTION is a single- or multi-layer sequence of material(s). 

Windows and doors are always treated as CONSTRUCTIONS with capacity. 

S - A ZONE is a room, part of a room or group of rooms which operate at the 
same temperature. 

A WALL is an opaque connection between a ZONE and one of: another 
ZONE, ambient, ground. 

A WINDOW is a transparent connection with resistance but no capacity be
tween a ZONE and another ZONE or ambient. 

Note .that a ZONE is normally identical with a room in each model, but can have a differ
ent meaning in each depending on how the building is configured in the model. 

Geometric rigour ofE demands more input data (vertex coordinates), and may make it more 
difficult to set up multi-room, single zone problems. One outside user has commented that 
the benefits of tfie geometric rigour (which includes the error checking involved in creating 
a geometrically meaningful fonn) outweighed the extra effon required in inputs. Another 

· said that many proble~s did not requir~ geometry; using geometry without visualization 
(not available always) was difficult, whife the larger volbme of' input data required gave 
more potential for error. 
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4.2 Philosophy 

Brief description of the philosophy underlying the software architecture and data 
structures. 

AU responses are clear and helpful. Briefly: 

E - Rigorous .Physics approach; treatin~ ener~y flows in a generalised way be
tween Jimte vqlumes of matter and mcJuding fun geometry. Authors cJaim it 
has a very moduJar, hierarchical structure. 

H 

s 

A rigorous, comprehensive energy simuJator Ulilored to buildings. 

Based on the assumption that models need fi.rslly an architecture allowing al
gorithms 10 be inserted, removed. or modified independent of the rest of the 
~odel, secondly explicit and well documented, thirdly a good match LO an in
tuitive feeling of how a building works. 

To quote the authors, 'A flexibJe, adaptabJe research tool'. 

Physics simplified to reduce calculations and input data. Easy to use, mini
mum resourees needed for data input and to run, flexible and useful output 
structure. 

A user's tool. 

Regarding ease .of understanding of the code, S was said by one extemaJ user to be diffi
cult to follow becaus~ of the use of Fortran EQUIV ALEN CE statements (to reduce mem
ory requirements1 but effectively re~aming amiys in different subroutines). Model H ~p
pears not to do this and has been deliberately wntten LO 1:le easy to understand and modify. 
Similarly E, despite its complexity, is well written and structured, so quite easy to modify 
code . 

. As with most phiJosophies, there is no 'right' one for a modeJ. Each has strengths and weak
nesses for different applications. 

4.3 Data Transfer 

Forms of data access and output at run time, distinguishing between main types of 
da:ta and form of storage (eg ASCII, binary files). 

All models u·se ASCII Input files. The modeJs S and H also use ASCII output files, but E 
uses Random Access Binary output files attached to a database for fast access. These can 
be transJilted to ASCJI formal 

4.4 Geometric Representation 

Principle underlying geometric representation including any limitations on spatial 
form. 

(See also question 9.1, section 3 for detailed treatment.) 
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E - Is .a true 3-D model- ~asic spatial input is vertices ofpJanar surfaces, but wall 
thicknesses do not exist which can cause problems. 

H - Has geometry of external surfaces in terms of orientation, tilt and size. No in
ternal geometry. 

S - Has geometry of externaJ surfaces in tenns of orientation, tilt and size. No in
ternaJ geometry except for internal windows (for conservatories). 

Lack of geometry and structure of H and S make it easier to construct unusuaJ or unrealis
tic layouts, e.g. to test an algorithm. 
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4.5 Time 

1. Is allowance made for the difference between mean solar time at the site and 
local solar time at site (ie the equation of time)? 

Yes for E and H, no for S (user must do time shift on weather data). 

2. Is it possible to represent a difference between mean solar time and local clock 
(time zone) time? 

Yes for E and H, no for S (except by shifting schedules). 

3. Is it possible to include British Summer Time, Daylight Saving Time and the 
like? 

E - Not in current version, but in new version 6. 

H - Yes: one period allowed in year. 

S - No: schedules must be changed. 

4. How does the program treat the time difference between the site and the loca
tion(s) at which weather data was recorded? 

Not treated - all models assume data apply to site. 

5. How does the program handle the effects of differences in latitude, and uncor
rected differences in time and/or longitude between site and weather data, e.g. what 
does it do when the local sun has set but there is still direct solar in the weather 
file? 

E - Uses sun position locally. 

H - Uses sun position locally. 

S - No allowance, user must modify weather data or block below - horizon solar 
with skyline. 

6. Can schedules for casual gain depend on local solar time (e.g. for lighting) sep
arately from clock time (e.g. activities)? 

I No model can. 

7. Can schedules distinguish between different days of the week, in particular can 
Saturday and Sunday be different from Monday to Friday? 

Yes, all models. 

S also by season, and H by each day of week. 

E distinguishes weekdays, Sat. and Sun, and can schedule at any frequency from one times
tep upwards. 

Not clear what S does for individual days; appears to distinguish between weekdays Mon
Fri, and weekends Sat-Sun. 
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8. How long can a simulation be; are there limits on tht~ numbers of time steps, the 
length of each time step, the total period simulated? Can the program handle leap 
years? 

E.S one year. H no limiL 

Only H handles le.l;lp years. Note that single node layers (in particular windows) are uncon
ditionally stable, so the nodal window modelling used in H (but not S) does not affect sta
bility. 

The maximum timestep is one hour for~. s. with no theoretical upper limit for H. How
ever, in practice, stability normally limits the timestep to much less than l hour for Hand 
S, typically to about one minute. 

9. Does the program expect the weather data file to contain values that are aver
ages over some time jnterval t, or spot measurements at some time T? If values are 
associated with Tis the average taken between T-t _and T; T-t/2 and T+t/2, or T 
and T +t? E.g. what does hour one mean in the weather file, the output and the sche
dules? 

In summary: 

E - Treats climate data (hourly) as if at spot times and uses data appropriate to the 
'model' time. For short timesteps data are interpolated. 

H - Allows control over met. data time interval and offset to alter averaged inter
val, thus fully flexible and able to utilise short interval met data if available. 

S - For consistency with local solar time, weather data should be average from 
- x.00 to x.59 mins, conflicting with met data from x.30 to x.I.29 =offset 
needed. (See q 1.2,3 this section). But the previous inconsistency with sche
dules has now been resolved. 

10. How does the temporal resolution of the model output depend on the algo
rithms chosen to solve the heat conduction equations and on the timestep lengths 
used in the solutions and for schedules and weather data? 

All maximum resolutions are for 1 timestep - limited also by schedule times, met. data (nor
mally hourly). 

11. Which parameters can be scheduled? 
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All models similar (ventilation, internal gains, etc.). 
Only E appears to allow heat ttansfer coefficient to be scheduled. 

Only S schedules ground reflectance; H and S allow grmmd temperature to be scheduled. 
Overall. in the treatment of time H has the most flexible approacn, with major limitations 
forS. 
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4.6 Coupling of Air and Fabric 

Way in which zones are coupled to the fabric; separate or combined radiation and 
convection treatment; meaning of zone or node point; and options for treatment of 
the transfer mechanisms in different ways. 

E 

H 

Uses surface-air convection codlicients and explicit surface pair long-wave 
radiation exchange. Combined coefficients can optionally be used, as in S. 

Uses smface-air convection coefficients and star equivalent network for long
wave radiation. Radiant inputs are given explicitly to surfaces. Combined 
c0efficients can be simulated. as in S. 

S - Uses combined radiant and convective star network with user-defined sur
face-zone node coefficients. The Zone node has no real capacity er strict de

. finition but roughly represents a conductance-path weighted mean of= air+ 
glazing + light furnishings temperatures. 

Given the well-known and imJ>Ortant effects of convective transfer on behaviour, the treat
ment used by Sis a serious deficiency. 

4. 7 Coupling of Building and Controls 

The interactio~ of th~ ~odel with control ~d plant modellin~ software .. Is this 
software contamed wtthm the model or does 1t use external routmes? Descnbe the 
nature of the treatment of HV AC components (eg explicitly by node repre
sentation, or using 'black-box' algorithms) and the effects of control modelling on 
the numerical solution (stability, convergence, iterations). 

(See also questions 5.10 and 5.11) 

E - Explicit nodal modelling for plant (matrix solution) and air flow network 
(Newton-Raphson solution). Plant timestep any sub-interval of the building 
limestep, and changes duriitg simulation to mamtain stability. 

H - Ranges from simple 'ideal' system, to detailed time- dependent model of 
plant, thermostats and cycling as 'black boxes'; no nodal plant modelling. 

S - Explicit 'ideal' plant type adds I removes heat instantaneously to ~ive desired 
control (zone) temperature; the radiant/convective split is fixed m the same 
ratio as the zone temperatnre. Maximum output can be specified. 

!Jpportance of this depencjs on what is being modelled· simJ?le approach may be perfectly 
adequate in many cases and easier to use. The 'instantaneous' nalure of S is a shortcoming, 
espedallx for popular wet systems in low heat loss buildings. Additional documentations 
and modifications to software are required to use plant modelling in E; it is not in a suitable 
form for the average user. The nodal approach is no guarantee of accuracy: no validation 
work has yet been published on plant modelling in E. 
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4.8 Multi-zone Treatment 

1. Number of independently controlled zones which can be modelled. 

E - 25, can be increased. 

H - Limited only by memory size. 

S - 40, can be increased. 

2. How does the program solve the inter-wall and interzone interaction problem, 
eg. does it solve the equations explicitly by matrix inversion or implicitly by iter
ation? 

Note: the words implicit and explicit are used here in a different sense from ref
erence to numerical scheme used. 

Long, technical answers again. In summary: 
E 

H 

s 

The building is partitioned into n zones in a way depending on the control 
structure, which are solved sei.>arately leaving n unknowns to solve for the n 
control loops. Backward substitution completes the solution. Several advant
ages' are claimed, particularly in Scope of c.ontrol and speed. Iteration is used 
for the air flow network and certain controllers. The mam disadvantage is that 
there is only one control loop per zone. 

No iteration; as the model is fully explicit in its solution technique, changes 
to the thermal state are based on accummulated energy flows over the preced
ing timestep using the known conditions. 

Thls is explicit, like H, so iteration may not be used, but when plant inputs, 
or Trombe walls, are involved in zones linked by direct flow paths (no inter
vening thermal mass), iteration is used. 

The explicit approach used by H and S is conceptually very simple in contrast to the soph
isticated partitioned matrix invertion of E. 

Implications for control are left to sections 5 and 6. 

The explicit formulation has the major disadvantage of an upper limit to the timestep im
p(>sed by stability criteria. This can be very short (e.g. less than 10 seconds, but typically 
about 1 minute) and }Jenee lead to a large amount ofoomputation for a given simulation 
period. In this_ case, the inherent complexity of E compared to the other models is off set by 
Jts longer timeStep to some extent 

3. Treatment of adjacent but unmodelled zones. 

E 

H 

s 
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Modelled with fixed or variable temperature and radiation field, or declared 
identical to modelled zone, or adiabatic. 

Assigned a fixed temperature which can be step-changed in a user defined 
schedule, or declared like modelled zone. 

The ground is ata user-defined temperature but there is no other explicit treat
ment for unmodelled zones. 
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4. If one space is divided into zones, for example to handle stratification, is inter
zone radiation transfer possible? 

E 

H 

s 

Short-wave only. 

Long wave and short wave, although this is not clear from the manual. 

Only crudely for solar radiation, using solar transfer coefficients. Long wave 
radiation does not exist in model explicitly. 

4.9 Numerical Solutions 

1. Brief description of solution technique (implicit, explicit or mixed) used at each 
timestep, and how iteration is used if at all. 

(See also section 4.8, question 2) 

E - Equaiions of energy and (up to 2 phase) mass balance formulations vary auto
matically between .fully implicit and mixed implicit/explicit to ensure sta
bility. T1mestep may be vaned automatically. 

H - No iteration used; energy balance based on previous timestep values and en
ergy flow calculation. 

S - See 4.8, q.2. 

2. Criteria used to establish timestep(s) for solution. 

E 

H 

s 

A timest.ep controller can be invoked to monitor accuracy and adjust times
tep accordingly. The default solutions are unconditionally stable (in effect by 
automatic adjustment of formulation, see question I above). 

Explicit formulation stability criterion, typically resulting in timestep of the 
order of 60 seconds 

As forH. 

3. Is it possible for the user to specify the computational (iteration) accuracy re
quired .for a particular variable (eg, wall surface temperature or heat flux). Does 
the program tell the user the a<;:curacy achieved for particular variables? Can the 
user always rely on achieving some known level of accuracy for some variables. 

Interpretation of this question depends on the meaning of 'accuracy'. Here it does 
not mean actual truth - model accuracy (this is normally unknown). Accuracy re
lates instead to the difference_s between successive approximation~ and clos~ness 
to convergence (not necessanly to the correct answerf) of a numencal solunon. 

E - For.iterations, absolute and relative error bounds are set For control sensors 
a set point deviation tolerance is set For heuristic timestep control a maxi
mum relative error is set internally. 

H - No; no iteration so no convergence tests needed. 

S - Specified for zone or Trombe wall air gap temperatures only. 
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4. Treatment of non-linearity in equations, including effects of both non-linear 
terms in eguatfons and the effect of these when an implicit solution technique, is 
used (e.g. iteration required). 

E - For air flows (highly non-linear) a Newton-Raphson technique is used. 

For long wave radiation, model uses values of surface temperature one times
tep in arrears for cubic rerm. Olhe.rwise (e.g. some controllers) iteration is 
used. 

H - Non-linearity handled without problem due to explicit fonnulation. 

S - Non-linearity not treated explicitly. 

4.10 Preconditioning 

Default and user-controlled preconditioning of state variables for typical simula
tion, and advice to user. 

E - Fluid nodes set to 15°C, plant 2Cf'C, linear interpolation to external conditions 
for waJI temperatures. A preconditioning time is recommended to the user be
fore a run from time control calculations inside model based on the lowest 
diffusivity value found, but can be over-ridden. 

H - All nodes set to one value (default 10°C). Start-up of several days is recom
mended. 

S - All nodes set to one value (default 18.3°C). No pre- conditioning as such but 
users are recommended to use results after 9 days simulation. 

Clearly no concensus on best initial node value! - but little difference in practice: user can 
do what he wants. Pre-conditic:;min~ times recommended by E sometimes seem unreason
a~ly long; the predi~ti~m ~elhod is unreliablt? because lhe mat~ii~ with the lowest diffu. 
s1v1ty may fonn an ms1gn1ficantly small fraction of the total build mg mass. 

4.11 Limitations 

A statement which indicates possible limitations inherent in the formulation of the 
model. 

E 

H 

s 
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Each zone can only be assigned one control loop, requiring one zone to be 
split in two if it has two heating systems. 

Computationally intensive due to explicit formulation which demands a short 
timestep. No detailed internal geometry. Internal reflections or sun tracking 
only possible by dividing windows into sections and using time series data 
supplied by user. 

No detailed internal geometry. Hence solar ~ain specified by user defined con
stants; no internal refleetions or sun tracking. Combined radiation and con
vection transfer. 
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5.0 COMPONENT ALGORITHMS 

Purpose: 

Note: 

To establish the major simulation algorithms of the model. 

This draws heavily on the BRE/SERC Questionnaire with some ad
ditioJJal enquiries concerning issues of particular importance to 
ETSU's Passive Solar Progranune. 

S.1 Solar Radiation 

1. Determination of external diffuse and direct radiation and specification of re
flectivity of ground and surrounding buildings. 

Direct: 

E 

H 

s 

Diffuse: 

E 

H 

s 

·Direct radiation from climate database of real or synthetically generated data, 
then normal geometric calculations. 

Calculated geometrically from weather data. 

Calculated geometrically from weather data, but with addition of circumso
lar component. 

. Ground .reflec~vity is input parameter. An anisotropic mo~el is us~ f?r ~e 
sky, an 1sotrop1c model for the ground. However all the diffuse radiauon IS 
lumped togetfier and assumed to be incident at 51°; this is correct for vertical 
surfaces but not for other angles. The anisotropic model is only used to derive 
the total. 

Sky is isotropic. A different ground reflectivity can be specified (buL remains 
fixed) for each external surface. 

Ground reflectivity is input parameter common to all surfaces and can be sche
duled. An anisotropic model (Hay's) is used for the sky. 

2. Shading of direct and diffuse radiation by surroundings and building itself, win
dow geometry, blinds, shutters, etc. 

E - (Op.tional) program module generates time series of direct shading factors for 
each external surface separately by projecting surrounding and facade ob
structions geometrically. Diffuse shading also possible but not routine. 

H - Uses masking templates for external surfaces in which user defines attenua
tion factors for sky vault divided into 10° sectors. These can be scheduled but 
~ not ~u~omatically changed with time. A preprocessing program is avail
able for calculating them. 

s 

Blh:tds are modelled by using 2 transmission characteristics for each transpar
ent element, swopped by scheduling. 

Each window has shading coefficient (value<l) which multiplies solar heat 
gain through window arid Ca.n be scheduled. A separate blind shading coeffi
cient is also used, multiplied by the ov'erall shading coefficient. In addition, 
skyline shading is defined in tenns of azimuth and elevation 'blocks' of 
shaded sky. effe.ctivety lllming the sun off. This cannot deal with localized 
shading. 

Sidefi~ and overhan" shading is calculated quasi-geometrically by produci!lg 
a shadmg factor from the geometry of the shade, but assumes these to be m
finitely long. 
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3. Treatment of single and multiple glazing srstems including the use of special 
coatings and materials and dynamic or 'smart glazing systems. 

E - For ear.h window, shortwave response curves for 5 angles of incidence held as <Jata LO give linear interpolation for angles of incidence. For direct radia
tion, the actual angle is. used - for diffuse, the (average) value of 51° is used. 
Transmission, absorption and reflection are calculated using spectral analysis 
theory (given in detail). Calculations can include multiple contiguous layers. 

H - Transmission and absorption coefficients are specified by the user in 10° steps 
for the whole glazing system. 

S - User provides refractive index and extinction coefficient of glazing materials 
and i)um ber and thickness of layers. Pro~ assumes all layers are same ma
terial, hence special materials and coaungs are difficult to model. In effect, 
only multiple glazing systems with standard 4 mm glass can be modelled with 
the standard model. 

Only E attempts to model the physics of.special mat.erials. However, the coml'licated algo
rithms are not fully tested or necessarily always appropriate and may sometimes give the 
wrong answers. All models rely on manufacturers data 

4. Distribution of diffuse and direct solar radiation on room surf aces and compo
nent retransmitted through the window. 
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E - Radiation absorbed in glazing; 

Added to air node (U-value treatment) or to glazing nodes if these are used. 

Direct beam transmitted; 

lf sunpatches are used, tracked to first reflection. However, these are precal
culated for the middle day of each month and change discontinuously at each 
new month. The direct beam radiation is assumed to fall on one, two or all 
surf aces only. 

Diffuse beam transmitted and first reflection direct; 

Spread over surfaces, biased against window wall, with any incident on glaz
ing treated as incident at 51'. 

H - Radiation absorbed in glazing; 

Added to glazing nodes. 

Direct; 

s 

Apportioned by fixed, user-specified weightings to any number of surfaces. 

Diffuse and reflected direct; 

Added and spread over area - weighted surfaces. 

Radiation absorbed in glazing; 

Goes to zone point and outside air in inverse ratio of surface resistances. 

Direct and diffuse combined; 

Apportioned by user-specified factors to air and separate walls with remain
der spread over walls by area. 

Loss through windows; 

Given by a fixed, user-defined 'fraction lost' factor. 

The user-defined values (which mainly apply to S and H) may be difficult to estimate but 
have a large effect on behaviour. 
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5. Treatment of furnishings, internal walls and movable thermal insulation. 

E - Window coverings can be 'in place' as function of solar intensity, ambient 
tempe.rature or time. 

Internal non-structural mass can in principle be included by creating a 'nested' 
· zonc(s).inside the room with appropriate thennal properties but this may be 
dffficult fD do in practice. The consequent Jong and short wave radiation ef
fects are not clear. 

H - Inte_mal objects can be specified as internal walls with both faces within zone. 
(No ge6metry involved). The thennal properties tor windows cannot be sche
duled, so movable insulation cannot be modelled. 

s 
Thermal properties of materials (e.g. conductivity) can be scheduled. 

Neither reflection nor absorption modelled for opaque surfaces. 

Surface furnishing can be modelled as wall layers. 

Fraction of radiation going directly to zone point can be adjusted to include 
proportion of ~gy assumed converted quickly fD heat, but this involves very 
broad assumptions by the user in choosing values. 

Alternatively, extra walls can be put in zone with both faces within zone (no 
geometry involved). The transmissivities and U values for windows can be 
scheduled fD model movable insulation. 

The lack of a separate air pointfor S is a disadvantage. The 'feedback' facilities ofE could 
be important for some passive solar designs with fabric properties varying automatically. 

6. Treatment of transmission through two windows into (i) another zone, (ii) di
rectly to outside (e.g, across the corner of a conservatory). 

E 

H 

s 

See question 4, internal windows treated as other surfaces, i.e. explicit treat
ment for this using geometry for direct beam. 

Can be explicit by specifying short wave radiation going to particular surfaces 
(e.g. another window) or implicitly by making total solar distribution factors 
add up to less than 1. 

Treated as an interzone component of solar gain from 'exterior zone' (e.g. 
conservarory) to 'interior zone' (e.g. adjoining room). 

Radiation across corner could be included as part of fraction (short-wave) lost 
but not as function of time/geometry explicitly. 

Only E treats internal direct beam geometrically. For Hand Sa large amount of work to get 
ap{>rOpriate inpu!S would be needed by user to give time-varying treatment for sunny con
ditions. In all cases, the coarse temporal resolution of meteorological data combined with 
·!,he 1-D lrealrnents of wall conduction introduce en:ors additional to the geometric approxi
mations. This is probably.important for passive so1ar design, particularly domestic conser
vatory/sun.spaces. 
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5.2 Building Fabric 

1. Method used for wall conduction. 

All models use a bi:sic nodal finite difference method assuming uni- directional flow for 
nonilal constructions with thennal mass and multiple nodes for one layer. 

All represent cavities as pure resistances. 

E - M.ulti-dimensional flo'Y can be h~dle<! (e.g. ~~r floors) with multi-dimen-
sional nodal scheme usmg plant sunulabon facility. 

Apart from glazing, modelling very thin low capacitance layers which could have a large 
effect on resistanee (e.g. cork ti.Jes) using nodes would severely reduce the timestep for H 
and S. No suggestions are given for avmding this problem, but a surface resistance could 
be used. 

2. Method used for windows. 

E - Can be modelled as U-value elements without mass or as transparent layers 
using nodes. 

H - Always treated as transparent layers with nodes. 

S - Always treated as U-value elements without mass. Inconsistency in using U 
times the difference between internal zone temperature and external ail: tem
perature. 

In many passive solar applications, the inability to model the thermal capacity of glazing 
could be a serious defect, for example in modelling loss to the outside by long wave radia
tion. Knowing quite when it matters is the problem. 

3. Method used for ground floor conduction. 

E - Floor treated as wall, with monthly-varying below-ground temperatures either 
taken from typical profiles provided in model or defined by user. 

H - Floor treated as wall with ground temperature, one of: 

s 

constant value; 
external air with time lag; 
deep ground temperature, if available, in met data. 

Uni-directional flow as a wall connected to user specified ground tempera
ture which can be scheduled. 

All essentially the same treatment. 

4. Method used for roof and roof spaces. 
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All models treated roof space (if any) as an unheated air zone. The roof itself is treated as 
a normal construction, like a wall. 
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( - 5. Method used for doors, window frames (etc) conduction. 

E - No distinct model. Either treated as resistance only, or as part of the zone ge-
ometry using nodal representation (i.e. as walls). 

H - Treated as walls. 

S - Can be treated as pure resistances, or walls. 

No model has a special treattnenl for these. Probably ignored in most modelling but cold 
bridging could oo important for detailed design; this would require additional modelling 
features. 

6. Time step used for solution of conduction equation. 

E - Any timestep, up to one hour. 

H - User specified; typically 60 seconds, upper limit given by stability criterion. 

S - Model gives upper limit (given by stability criterion); user can choose this or 
a lower one. As glazfog is ilot modelled with nodes, these thin layers do not 
affect the timestep. 

Resource (CPU time) implications: 

C!enera1ly, stabi~ity liJ!lits H and ~ t~ a much sho~r timestep than E. For many aJ?plica
bons, accuracy 1s not improved sigruficantly for bmesteps shorter than about 15 minutes. 
Accurate control modelling requires a shorter timestep, in the order of minutes. 

7. Method for determining node placement and number of nodes. 

E - Nodes normally placed on layer boundaries and at centre for each layer. Also, 
nodes per layer can be increased by splitting layers. 

H - Nodes placed at centre of each layer, with additional nodes on wall surfaces. 
Number per layer can be increased by specifying number of slices per layer. 

S - Any number per layer, specified by user. 1 node only in a layer is placed in 
centre, 2 on surfaces, 3 or more on surface and interior. 

8. Treatment of walls, partitions and furniture within zones. 

See5.l, q5. 

9. Is there any facility to take into account moisture effects on fabric thermal be
haviour~ including latent load from evaporation from external surfaces, and 
changes in conduction due to moisture content of fabric? 

E - No. 

H - No. 

S - No. 
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5.3 Ventilation, Infiltration and lnterzone Air Movement 

Treatment of infiltration and ventilation losses related to wind, temperature, occu
pant behaviour, mechanical systems and inter- zone exchanges within building. 

Page~ 

Responses are long and technical as they involve several forms of air movement mechan
isms and definitions. Briefly, these are: 
lnrdtration: 

All models allow 'traditional' air change rates, fixed or time varying, or driven by algo
rithm using wind and insiae-ootside 1emperature difference, but S 'rur' temperature is r~ 
aJly Zone tem~rature. Only E bas a user-specified leakage network which can be time va
rying to aJJow for user behaviour. Flows are fW\ctions of wind induced pressure differen
ces and buoyancy flows." Models S and H rely on user-specified flow rates. 
Inter-zone nows: 

E and H allow this, S does not, except as two-way conduction path. 

For S, .zone 1 --. Z.one 2 or Z.one 2--. Z.one 1 not allowed; Z.one 1 +-+.zone 2 allowed. 
Venting: 

E • Possible via air-flow simulation or thermostatic or time control of air flow 
rates. 

H - As separate time or thermostatic control of ventilation rate. 

S - Explicitly in terms of thermostat control (heat removal) to maintain set point 
.zone temperatures. 

Mechanical ventilation: 

E - Mass injection (e.g. of air) possible at any node for plant and air flow mod
els. 

H - Can be specified in terms of inter-zone flows, with up to 3 patterns (changed 
in schedule) possible. 

S - Heat delivery using fans from source zone (Trombe wall or rockbin) as func
tion of set points and other constraints. 

Air now simulation: 

E - Allows this in terms of pressure and fixed or variable buoyancy- or mechan
ically-driven flows, solved using iteration. 

H - Allows user-specified flows only. 

S - Operates ventilation only in terms of heat inputs using set points; its lack of 
an interzone model seems a serious defecL 
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5.4 Heat Transfer Mechanisms 

Note: For each of the following make explicit any difference in the treat
ment of opaque and window elements. 

1. Internal convection coefficients. 

E 

H 

s 

User specified. or computed as function of surfa~ and air temperatures, di
rection of heat flow and dimensions: These functions are empirical, relation
ships derived from dimensional analysis. 

Fixed user-specified values for horizmtal, upward and downward flows. Nor
mally the CIBSE values are used, in absence of consensus for calculated 
values. 

Internal surface coefficients can be specified and scheduled for each surface 
independently. 

Fixed combined transfer coefficients are used for horizontal, upward and 
doWllward flows, supplied by user. 

None is given for windows - this must be taken into account in choosing U-value. 

Several groups have reported the large effects of choice of convection coefficients on ther
mal b_ehaviour. The correct ch6ice (oossible varying, as E) is therefore important Suitable 
algonthms could easily be added totl but not S. 

2. Internal long wave radiation exchange 

E 1. (By default), explicit surface-:pair, linearized radiation coefficients; view 
factors calculated by area weightmg. 

2. A zone radiosity m~trix is created and inserted at each timestep to ~ve the 
net flux gain/loss based on latest temperature data, and supplied as excitations 
to main system matrix. 

3. Recursive ray-tracing technique which accounts for reflections. 

All th. ese req. uire view factors; these can be calculated previously by anal.her 
routine for any geometry, (which· takes a very long time to run) or if not, a 
simple area-weighting is used. (Detailed theory is given in the reply). 

H - A~roximate solution using star circuit based on area and emissivity weighted 
rad10sity for each surface. 

S - Combined coefficients, see 5.1, ql. 

Treatment ofH similar to E for most situations. Combined treatment of S precludes any ex
plicit long wave modelling. 
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3. External convection coefficients 

E - Can be user ~ified, but by default is based on an empirical relationship be
tween wind speed, wind direction and surface orientation from dimensional 
analysis. 

H - Uses ~tandard ASHRAE fonnu1ae; coefficients are functions of windspeed, 
vertica]/horizontal tilt and windward/leeward position. 

S - Treated using fixed combined external.resistance values, referenced to exter
nal air temperature. No ~xplicil values in data flle for exterior walls - implies 
held as fixed value for all walls within model. 

For 'U' value surf aces, (including all windows in S), combined coefficients are implicit 
anyway. 

The assµmptions in SERI-RES need clarifying. External convective surface resistance is 
· smaller than internal surface resistance due to much greater external air movement. How
ever, it is still important, particular I~ for high 1005 surfaces such as conservatory single glaz
ing; also, the uncertainty jn external resistance vahlles .is 11,1ucb greater, so that the absolute 
error in estimating them·may still be greater than fur intmAal~sistance values. 

4. External longwave radiation 

E Calculated explicitly as functions of:-

cloud cover (estimated from direct and diffuse radiation fluxes); 

sky temperature (estimated from screen air temperature); 

surface, ground and sky emissivities; 

scene view factors (estimated from table of values for different types of site); 

ground temperature (estimated or c.alculated as part of model with a nodal 
scheme). 

H - Calculated (rom air temperature, cloud cover and ground temperature distin
guishing between vertical and horizontal surfaces. Cloud cover is user speci
fied iri meteorological data file. 

S - Combined constant coefficient(s) (not given). In effect, ground and sky are 
assumed to be at the same temperature as the dry bulb. See 5.4, q3. 

All fabri~ l~s is, ultimately, by radiation and conyection at external surf~c~s. Extei:nal long 
wav~ ~chat ion ~xchange has been found to be an important factor for buildings. This would 
be particularly important for large areas of glazing. 

S.S Stratification 

Treatment of stratification within a zone. 

E 

H 

s 
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Can be modelled with multiple fully-mixed air volumes within a physical 
space using 'virtual' walls which radiation can cross. 

Can be modelled with multiple fully-mixed air volumes within a physical 
space using 'virtual' walls which radiation can cross. 

Not modelled. 
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5.6 Casual Gains 

Types of casual gain included and scheduled by time, zone and radiative/ convec
tive split. 

E - Time schedule of total casual gain for each zone, split by latent/convec
tive/radiant ratio and by source. (Lights, occupants and eqmpment). Values 
given at each timestep. 

H 

s 

Four categQries: lights, occupants, small power, others, in tenns of convec
tive, radiant and lalent inputs. Rad.i;mt input$ can be direeted to user-specified 
sllifaces: Lightirig ean be switched ~eeo 'day' and 'night' loads accord
ing to ·external illuminailce. All scheduled by boors and mmutes. 

No distinction maoe between source types. All energy to zone nodes: 
fcidiani/convective ·split is implicit in zone tempcr~ture definition but latent 
gain is separate. Scheduled on hourly basis for Mon-Fri and Sat-Sun. A pro
portion of the gain from lighting can be scheduled to be 'vented' instead of 
going to zone node, but apparently only as proportion of total gain; lights not 
treated separately. 

S. 7 Moisture 

Treatment of moisture production and transfer and condensation risk. 

E 

H 

s 

Moisture balance perfonned at each timestep in tenns of ventilation and 
gener~tion hr, occ.upants and processes. Surface and dew-point calculations 
are also possible, but there is no dynamic modelling of phase changes. 

Moisture.balance perf9rmed in tenns of ventilation and in~em?l generation. 
Surface condensation (mtemal surface temperature <dewpomt) 1s flagged, but 
there is no dynamic modelling of phase changes. 

Moisture ~alance performed in tenns of ventilation and internal generation. 
The way the model handles ventilation suggests that moisture is assumed to 

• m9ve between zones as beat does via conduction paths. Cooling plant can also 
(crudely) model moisture removal. 

Models Hand E are very similar and probably adequate for passive solar purposes. The lack 
of dewpoint calculation· is a deficiency of S but could be reetified, but the treatment of mois
ture movement does not seem realisuc. 
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5.8 Occupancy Effects 

To what extent can occupancy effects such as the following be taken into account: 

- operating window screens, such as curtains, blinds and shutters 

- window and door opening and closing 

- latent inputs from washing, cooking and metabolism 

- manual lighting control 

If these are scheduled what is the time increment? 

Can occupancy effects be initiated from within the simulation? 

These are treated under separate headings: 

Window coverings 

E - Operate as functions of time, temperature, or solar intensity, on a timestep 
basis. 

H - Shading scheduled but thennal properties remain fixed. 

S - Modelled by choosing sch~ules for shading coefficient and glazin$ U value. 
Also blinds can be operated auiomatically to maintaina maximum direct solar 
gain. 

Infiltration through openings 

E - Specified by time or temperature dependent leakage system; time on hourly 
basis. 

H - A IOlal of three ventilation patterns are available which can be scheduled to 
mimic user behaviour (e.g. window opening). 

S - Schedule of infiltration, venting and inter-zone conductance (no interzone 
flows possible). 

Lighting 

E - By schedule (as casual gain; no daylighting model). 

H - By schedule or external radiation level. 

S - By schedule, or BRE lighting method which uses a stochastic, empirical 
model of user behaviour. 

No model really mimics occupants' behaviour as such, e.g. in a stochastic way, except the 
treatment of lighting used by S. 

5.9 Comfort 

Calculation of indices of comfort as a function of: air movement; humidity; air 
temperatlire; radiant temperature; direct solar radiation; activity; clothing levels. 

Are these calculated during simulation or from output data. 
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E 

H 

s 

Calculates zone air and surface temperatures, humidity and direct solar radi
ation an~ a rough estimate of air movement Standard Effective Temperature, 
Predicted Mean Vote and Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (of occupants) 
are also calculated. 

All data for standard indices (as in E) available in output but not calculated 
explicitly. 

No comfort index, no separate air and radiani temperatures. Zone tempera
ture used, approximately 1/3 air and 2(3 radiant in nonnal situation. 

Comfort is an imp0rtant issue; for accurate calculation, the air and surface radiant tempera
till'es are essenf,ial, with sofar radiation desirable. Thus S fs severely limited in this respect. 
For Hand E, calculation of other indices (given the.data) is trivial. but inconvenient 
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5.10 Heating and Cooling Systems 

How are heating and cooling systems modelled? 

(See also question 4. 7) 

E 

H 

s 

~led plant simulation is l).OSSible via a lipked riece of software. Alterna
tively, and adequate for most simulations, contro loops can be used to con
f!ol enviro~mencal conditions using heat inputs .etc; simple plant c~cte~
ucs can be included, such as pan load efficiencies, convecuve/radiauve split 
etc .. 

Flexible means of delive~g heat to space; hea~$ systems de.fined by maxi
!DUm ou.tp~t, WaJ"!11-UP and ~I-down c~aractens~cs, system time lag, output 
connecttons to au (convective) and srirface (radiant) nodes and controller 
characteristics. 

Very simplified treatment all heat to zone point or (optionalJy) radiant frac
_tions·.direct to speci.fic surf aces. No plant modelling as such except maximum 
outputs. Controls are from ambient air, zone and Trombe wall orrockbin t.em
peratures. To satisfy a· load, order is: fans, rockbins, venting, heating/cooling 
equipment 

The approach of S is more speci(ic to so!ar systems than the other models (but the restric
tions of zone temperature are a significant disadvantage) while the other models are capable 
of handJing solar features, with more physical detail, i( required. 

5.11 Plant Controls 

How is control of heating and cooling systems implemented? How can the control 
points for the systems be defined. 

(See also 5.1.0) 

Sensors 

E 

H 

s 
Actuators 

Defined by location, condition sensed (e.g. temperature) and characteristics 
(e.g. deadband). Some data available in model. 

Defined by location, times active, condition sensed (e.g. temperature) and 
characteristics, which may include frost protection. Data supplied by user. 

Zone temperature only, as a 'perfect' sensor. 

E - Any nodal variable as output from a control law. This can include flux, tem
perature, valve position, etc. 

H - Not treated separately from heating/cooling system. 

S - Not treated separately from heating/cooling system. 
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5.12 Daylighting Systems 

Treatment of daylight levels within zones and control of daylighting and artificial 
lighting installations. Can the interaction betWeen the lighting and thermal systems 
be modelled. 
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E 

H 

s 

Not in released version. 

A lighting algorithm has been incorporated which calculates Daylight Fac
tors and allows control bf inJernal heat gains from lighting according to day
light level. 

Lighting level can be altered in response to external solar radiation as a step
response betWeen fixed lighting patterns, or scheduled. 

Daylight levels are predicted (fairly crudely} using BRE daylight factors (cal
. culated independenl.ly beforesimulatiof! and designed for UK climate). Strict
. . ly, this only applies to diffuse radiation, but ~t radiation is added (after 
. shading) in th~f!19del whic~ gives a g~ appro~imation. Control can be ma-

nual or automatic and continuously vanable or m steps. 

The current versions use essentially empirical semi-manual methods 'tagged on' to the mod
els.In general, the realistic modelling of plant, .control and da).'lighting require short times
teps of a few minutes. This is inherent in S l\fld H due lo stability criteria, but not in E; it is 
not clear to what extcrit the timestep controller in E could reduce this effect by restricting 
the use of short timesteps lo the relevant parts of the model only. 
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6.0 MODELFEATURES 

Purpose: 

Notes: 

To identify how closely the model maps on to ETSU's simulation 
requirements. 

Within the passive solar programme, simulation models are used for 
the following purposes: 

Understanding the behaviour of new designs 

Relative performance of alternative designs 

Absolute performance of alternative designs 

Optimisation of performance 

Design and interpretation of field trials 

Design and interpretation of test cell experiments. 

6.1 Performance Assessments 

In evaluating the models their ability to assess performance in the following areas 
will be considered. An opportunity is therefore provided to comment freely on ca
pabilities of the model in this respect. 

Note: Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which 
should be listed in section 6.2. 

1. Energy accounting: What accounting methods are available? Procedures for as
sessing utility of casual and solar gains. Breakdown of energy flows by time and 
type. 

E - Allows recovery of all parameters in tabular and/or graphical form. Statisti
cal summary, regression and graphics plots of these can be selected from the 
output mC>Qules·. Most parameters can be integrated and other data can be 
denved if required. However, only certain parameters are available in tabu
lar form and then only in fixed parameters. 

H 

s 

Energy gains and losses to each space at any time interval. Comprehensive 
breakdown by energy type, radiant/convective split, surface exchanges. No 
assessment of 'utility' of gains; authors feel no agreed, credible procedure 
exists for this. 

By default., produces a_comp!ehensive br~down (desc~bed in manual) of 
heat flows Qf all types, mcludmg solar flows m great detail. Uses the concept 
of 'useful loss' as difference between actual loss and loss for zone tempera
tures e~ceeding 21°C. (This value is set within program code). Another air 
proach is to compare s1mu1ations-with and without solar gain for the same 
building. 

E uses a different approach from Hand S; this reflects their overall natures. E offers selec
tio11 and could be set up to produce what S and H produce and is inherently more flexible 
for producing other data. but Hand S give Lhe.infonnation likely to be needed without any 
extra work by the user. The database approach of E is limited to pre-set fonnats and gives 
much. less fl.exibi.qty than a general database. The •co!lttolled experiment' approach wilh 
two Simulauons given for S could of course be used with any model. 
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2. Plant Performance: Plant sizing, Demand profiles, Etc. 

E 

H 

s ,. 

As covered in answer to 6.1, q 1, most data available for user to analyse as re
quired. 

~o assessmenJ of plant pei:fonnance or operating efficiency; energy _calcula
tions based on net heat delivered to space. Demand profiles (total gam/space 
in specified time), and individuaJ system outputs are available. See also 5.10. 

Produces time series data (resolution chosen by user) for maximum load. frac· 
tion full load, number hours on, etc. of plant operation. 

It would be ~airly simple to add an analysis for plant sizing, operating efficiency, etc. to any 
model at a simple level. 

3. Overheating 

E - See section 6.1, ql answer. 

H - No special assessment is made, but see 6.1 q4. 

S - Zonal ~emperatures recor~ed to form a frequency distribution, with possibility 
of removing invalid periods (e.g. unoccupied) wi\h schedule. Apparently uses 
only zone temperature. Maximum zone temperature is also recorded. 

Overheating is an important issue in passive solar design, but there is no generally accepted 
standard for assessing overheating. Therefore all models just rely on user interpretation of 
nonnal data. 

4. Comfort Assessment 

E 

H 

s 

See 5.9. A set of standard comfort indices is offered and the data (e.g. air tem
perature, mean radiant temperature) to calculate others. 

No explicit comfort assessment, but air, mean surface and mean radiant tem
peratures are available for simple comfort indices. 

.Uses a 'warmth' index~ a simple function (not specified) of lhe zone tem
perature. Olher measures are under investigation, but S faces the fundamen-
~1 prol:!lem that radiant and· air components cannot be disaggre$'ated, so most 
standard indices cannot be d~rived. As the zqne temperature 1s roughly 2/3 
radiant, l/3 air, it is not far from lhe simplest comfort index of 1/2 of each, 
but could be a long way out in many common situations, especially with large 
glazing areas. 

f o~ a proper assessment. of comfort, separ~te radiant and air tem~ratures ~e needed. This 
is likely to be more pertinent to solar architecture lhan to conventional designs. 

5. Utilization of Daylight and Artificial Lighting 
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E - No daylighting algorithms in released version. 

~ lighting al~orith'!' calcu~ates ~aylight factors a!'d can be ~ed to sw~tch 
lights according to internal illummance, thus enabling calculation of daylight 
savings. 

H - No daylighting algorithms, but see 6.4 q6. 

S - Outputs hourly illuminance levels (artificial and natural), using simple day
light factors. 

A simple calculation of illuminance level, as used in S, could easily be added to E and H. 
A more detailed treatment would require internal geometry only available in E. 
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6. Site Layout 

No specific algorithms except those described elsewhere, the main ones being for shading. 

All models assume weather data is for site. The site affects microclimate, including solar 
obstruction, and omy the latter can be modelled explicitl).'.. The geometric approacb of E 
makes this possible e.g. for partly shaded sites, but 1t is still difficult 

6.2 Documentary Evidence 

(NOT GIVEN HERE) 

6.3 Building Features 

The determination of the scope of the model by establishing the physical features 
that can be handled. Additional items to be added if required. 

Note: Type (n) Not Mode11ed 

Type (s) Steady State 

Type (e) Empirical Relationship 

Type (qs) Quasi Steady 

Type (f) First Principle 

Type (d) Dynamic 

Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which should be listed 
in section 6.5. 

I. Features: Direct gain, conservatory, atria, isothennal storage etc. 

E 

H 

s 

States that using f,ll'st principle, energy and mass balance mechanisms, any 
pasSive solar featm:e can be modelled. As part of E.C. Pass:y's project, 12 

· passive solar en lilies are offered in pre-defined f onn, these mclude all the 
main passive solar features. 

Most common passive solar features modelled; only air can be used as trans
pOrt medium. Only solar transmission treated for shading and cunains. 

States any feature can be modelled empirically via user 'port'. For example, 
'stack effect' yentilali\:>n was modelled for an atriµm in this way. lsothennal 
storage and Trombe walls are modelled within the existing model. Little scope 
for first principle modelling of other feat.ures other than as zones and walls. 

M.ost passiye soJai: fea.~ ~n be mod.e!led as P¥1 of a norynal fabric/".e~tilation/win
dow/space interaction; this is greatly facilitated by mterzone arr flows as au IS the normal 
transport medium. Although S originated as a 'passive solai model, it has no significant ad
vantage over the other models which can include passive solar features quite easily. Sis at 
a disa~vantage in its cruder mOdelling or some 'conventional' features such as direct gain 
·and sunspaces, and (importantly) lack of interzone air flows. (This is onJy to be expected 
from its reduced parameter approach). 
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6.4 Plant and Control Features 

The determination of the scope of the model by establishing the plant and control 
features that can be handled. Additional items to be added if required. 

Note: Type (n) Not Modelled 

Type (s) Steady State 

Type (e) Empirical Relationship 

Type (qs) Quasi Steady 

Type (f) First Principle 

Type (d) Dynamic 

Reference number refers to existing documentary evidence which should be listed 
in section 6.5. 

1. Heat Sources and Emitters: Fires, Boilers, Electric Storage Radiators, Wet Radi
ators, etc. 

E 

H 

s 

At a first principle, predefined level (all f) using plant model nodal repre
sentation: gas fired boiler; water radiator; electric storage radiator; air heat
ing and cooling coil. 

At a dynamic, empirical level: fires; boilers; electric storage; wet radiators; 
warm air; fan healers; calor ~as heater (including latent input); underfloor; 
'ideal' heating without load hmit. 

'Effective' model of hot air system (f) Model of electric storage radiator as 
zone with appropriate characteristics (elf) 

Empirical boiler with wet radiators, using one zone as heat source and 
fans/rockbins for transport to other zones (e/f). 

The systems modelled by S seem somewhat crude - for examyle, modelling wet radiators 
(mixed convective and racliant in reality) by inputs to zone pomt in same way as fans (con
vective only in reality). S has no real plant simulation, see 5.10, 5.11. E and H handle a wide 
range of devices but m clifferent ways; neither method has been well tested within the model. 

2. Distribution Systems: Air, water, fans and pumps etc. 
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E - Defined at the first principle, dynamic level (all f) using plant model nodal 
representation: air duct, water pipes, air fan, water pumps, au and water psych
romeuics. 

H - Air flow patterns can be specified and altered over time but water, fans and 
pumps not modelled explicitly. 

S - Ventilation modelled in schedules (e) 

Inter-zone air flow modelled as conductance (no control) (e) between zones 

Thermostatic fans (f) 

Rockbins (t) 

Water distribution using effective flow rates for fans/rockbins (i.e. semi-first 
principle) (elf). 

The US<? of thennostati.cally contro.lled fan~ for distribution in s. is a .major sim~lificati~n 
neglecun~ effects such as hysteresis. As w1lh most plcµlt modelling, little field tnal data 1s 
available ln this area. Only E offers actual plant modelling of distribution systems, but this 
recent extension is not readily accessible 10 the user and is not well verified. The realism of 
using other built-in features, a-s in S, is open to question. 
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3. Heat Recovery Systems: Run around coils, cross flow heat exchangers, thermal 
wheels etc. 

E 

H 

s 

Heat exchanger only (f) 

Not modelled. 

Heat exchangers, empirically as reduced effective (e) infiltration rate. 

Pre-heat, e~pirically by redirecting infiltration through conservatories, rock
bins, etc. However, as time interzone flows are not modelled, this must be 
crude(e). 

4. Plant Controls: Thermostats, radiator valves, proportional, integral, digital con
trol etc. 

E - Modelled in terms of characteristics. 12 types active (e). 

New controller types added. 

H - Comprehensive thermostat modelling in terms of thennostat characteristics. 
Includes one thennostatcontrollins several spaces and thermQstat responding 
'to several spaces, thermostatic rad1ator valves, and timeclock (3 periods/day) 
with override in schedule. 

S - Ideal thermostatic control (no hysteresis) (e) 

Time switching 

Hysteresis empirically by incrementing heating set points (in schedules) at 
each end of heating cycle, but no feedback response (e). 

Realistic control is important, particularly in energy-efficient buildings where energy in
puts are small but have a proportionally larger effect on conditions than in inefficient build
mgs. 

5. Domestic Hot Water Supply. 

E 

H 

s 

No DHW systems modelled; individual components can in principle be mod
elled from first principles (f). 

Not modelled. 

Hot water tank modelled as homogeneous zone {e/f) 

Instant hot water as latent and casual gain inputs (e). 

This is not of great importance except in plant modelling when DHW could significantly 
affect boiler load profiles. 
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6. Lighting Controls: Manual, Photo electric, Dimming. 

E - Not in current version. 

Lighting control added (see 5.12, 6.1 q5). 

H - By timeclock, schedule (for thermal input) and switching between 2 specified 
loads according to extemal horizontal surface illuminance. 

S - Switching (t) 

Dimmtt(f) 

Manual; uses BRE switching probability function which is a function of natu
ral illuminance derived from experimental data (elf) 

Blinds; effectively external, controlled by direct solar gain (f). 

The algorithms for the actual switching are trivial (on/off switching or simple dimming), 
but the measured value for illuminance is difficult to model or determine. No model does 
this perfectly, but the appropriate facilities in E offer a potentially greater range of possible 
measures by virtue of the geometric treatment. 

6.5 Documentary Evidence 

(NOT GIVEN HERE) 
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6.6 Design Cases 

Many aspects of modelling have already been addressed. However, it is difficult 
to appreciate how tt1ese would all come together when the model is used. This sec
tion presents some design cases which are judged as ~ing of importance to the 
passive solarprogramme. The authors ai:e requested to outline the modelling tech
niques which they might adopt for simulations incorpora.ting a high level of de
tail. It should be emphasized that the primary concern is with the capabilities of 
the model and not with issues related to performance assessment methods. Par
ticular attention should be paid to the following: 

(a) How the building and plant would be represented and the assumptions and ap
proximations. 

(b) The specification of the required user inputs. 

(c) The modelling techniques that would be adopted to undertake the perfcrmance 
assessments necessary to evaluate the given design options. 

(d)_The output.that can be generated to indicate the thermal and lighting condi
·tions of the building to provide untletstantfutg of the mechanisms involved as an 
aid to design evaluation and decision making. 

(e) An assessment of the time it would take a user with a good basic experience of 
the moclel to iJJput the data for a simulation. Three examples have been selected 
froqi Energy World 1986 at Milton Keynes with the fourth example coming from 
the ETSU Non-domestic design studies: 

1. CASE STUDY 1: WINDOW SYSTEMS 

2. CASE STUDY 2: CONSERVATORY 

3. CASE STUDY 3: AIR FLOW NETWORK 

4. CASE STUDY 4: DAYLIGHTING 
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CASE 1: WINDOW SYSTEMS 

This looks at the Haslam Homes courtya1rd houses at the Milton Keynes Energy 
World, featuring very high performance 100% south facing glazing. 

Choice of Issues for Assessment 

Although there are many features in this design the area selected for study is re
stricted to a consideration of the performance of the glazing system to the kitchen 
and dining area. 

The following issues have been chosen: 

1. The representation of the high performance glazing system (including internal 
and external shading, reveals, glazing) and all associated solar processes. 

2. Particular features of interest are: 

(a) -pie ~bility of th.e model to cope with the operation of the blinds within the 
glazmg over short tune periods (less than 1 hour) and the consequent effect on 
light, solar radiation and heat transmission. 

(b) Facilities within the model to control the operation of the blinds as a function 
of parameters such as internal temperature or comfort conditions. 

(c) Control of window openings for ventilation and how possible interactions with 
the operation of the blinds may be modelled. 

3. What data could be generated by the model to investigate the energy balance of 
the window system? 
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E - Glazing modelled ex.plicitly using radiation transmission and thennal proper
ties for each layer. Blinds and curtains 'moved' by changing thermal proper
ties of window layers. 

H 

s 

Blind and curtain control by chan~in$ window properties as function of in
ternal conditions and/or time. Venolauon control can be time dependent or by 
using air flow model with vent opening (i.e. increased infiltration rate) oper
ated according to internal conditions. 

Evaluation from zonal energy flows and, for windows, heat flows via short 
and long wave radiation and conduction. 

Glazing as wall element with transmission properties from manufacturer's 
data or preprocessor. Blin~s 'moved' by changing absorption properties (see 
below). Glazing gap resistance lowei: than air due to argon filling; need to 
modify software for this. Thermal curtains could be crudely modelled by 
changmg surf ace resistance (as S) but this ignores curtain-window gap; no fa
cility for fabric with variable properties. 

No automatic blind control but this could be achieved by modifying software 
(estimated 1 man week); short time step gives hi~h time resolution for this. 
Ventilation rate can be made a theimosta1le funcuon of internal temperature. 

Evaluation from standard output option of heat flux and surface conditions in 
each zone. 

Glazing represented by separate single and triple glazed units (assuming nor
mal glass) with air gap as zone ~et ween. Blinds attached to triple glazed unit. 
Thermal curtains modelled by scheduling window U values according to sea
son. 

Blinds can be o~rated (using Port) as function of internal temperature. Vent
ing in hot conditions operated by thermostat to change ventilation rate (fixed 
values only) - burnnly on zone temperature, no separate air mass. 

Evaluation of heating energy from calculating ideaJjzed auxiliary require
ment: glazing evaluated usjng incoming solar and outgoing heat flow through 
it (b~t with no differentiation between radiant and convective). 
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CASE 2: CONSERVATORY 

This is for the C.P. Roberts home at the Milton Keynes Energy World, with a 
double-height, double glazed conservatory in one comer of the plan with rooms 
opening into it. 

Choice of Issues for Assessment 

The area for study is the performance of the double height conservatory and the 
following issues have been selected: 

l.Therepresentationoftheenergy flow paths between the house and conservatory 
including conduction and air movement. 

2.The particular features of interest are: · 

(a) The facilities within the model to handle the solar input to the house and con
servatory taking into account the form of the building. 

(b) Longwave radiation exchange between house, conservatory and outside. 

(c) Stratification within the conservatory. 

(d) Control and representation of ventilation and/or shading mechanisms to pre
vent summer overheating in the conservatory. 

3.What information could be generated to assess: 

(a) The environmental conditions within the conservatory, especially the effect of 
direct insolation on comfort. 

(b) The net energy flow between house and conservatory. 

E External windows as normal; solar process~ treated geometrically, particu
larly relevant for radiation in conseryatory and through internal windows. If 
sunpatches are U$ed; solar radiation can only be directed to two surfaces in 
this·· way. Explicit Jong-wave radiation (highly assymecric radiation field). 
Vertical subdivisjon of conservatory into zones for stratification using air flow 
model and variable convection coefficients (important for this problem); vent
ing as Case 1. 

Evalµation from standard comfort indices (no evalution of direct radiation ef
fects except via heated surfaces affecting radiant temperature), and energy 
flows as Case 1. 

H - External windows as nonraal. Radiation t,o internal window using sunpatch to 
that surface from external win~ows. Long-wave radiation using star network 
(takes.account of assymetric field). Stratification as multi-zone space with 
user-specified flow rates; authors believe no algorithm exists for modelling 
air flows in a conservatory properly. Fixed convection coefficients. Venting 
as Case 1. 

Evaluation from internal air. surface and radiant temperatures and surface and 
~ne h(lat flux(no evalution of direct radiation effects except via heated sur
faces affecting radiant temperature). 

S - Conse.~tory as one zone. External windows as nonnal, internal windows 
similarly but with intern.al wa.ll~ as sidefin shading. ·No long-wave radiation 
exchange possible. Stratification not easy (model not suited) but could split 

· ,ione vertically and estimate co.mbined conduction paths between these zones. 
Fixed combined heat transfer coefficients. Venting as Case I . 

. Evaluation from combined radiant+air energy flows to/from conservatory, 
house and outside, and zone temperature profiles. 
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CASE 3: AIR FLOW NETWORK 

The house was designed by Phippen Randall & Parkes, and was at the Milton 
Keynes Energy World. It features a tightly-sealed structure with mechanical ven
tilation and heat recovery. 

Choice of Issues for Assessment 

The area for study is the performance of the air flow network within the house and 
the heat recovery system and the following issues have been selected: 

1. The representation of the air flow network. heat recovery and heating systems. 

2. The particular features of interest are: 

(a) The ability of the model to handle latent energy in the heat recovery system. 

(b) The facilities to handle energy exchanges within the house given zonal control 
of the heating system. 

3. What information could be generated to assess: 

(a) The effect of the operation of the heating system and the redistribution of solar 
gains via the air flow network on solar utilization. 

(b) The benefit of the heat recovery system and its dependence on the airtightness 
of the house. 
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NOTE: 

E 

H 

Authors of E and H comment that, in an air flow model, there are large un
certainti~s in the input data of opening and crack dimensions and external 
pressure distribution resulting from wind. Authors of E consider this (para
doxically) results in a robust design as a range of possibilities are explored; 
iri contrast, authors of H believe assuming design or intended flow patterns a 
more robust and useful approach. 

This neatly illustrates how methodology affects choice of physical repre
sentation. 

Air flow model in terms of cracks, openings, inter-zone flow resistances and 
external pressure distribution. Heat recovery system as special zone; latem re
covery "difficult. .. but possible" usjng control loop with control law to repre
sent phase change, or more fully using plant simulation. Heating as separate 
control loops for each zone. 

Evalµation as subjective mixture of energy requirements, peak capacity and 
comfort indices. Peak load and energy demands matched zone by zone to air 
flows and short-wave flux to find causal factors. 

Untested air flow model exists for H but authors prefer user- supplied air flow 
data (see comment above). Heat recovery as two special zones connected by 
appropriate resi.stance, but no latent recovery model possible. Heating system 
as sevarate control for each ·zo·ne equivalent to thermostatic radiator valves; 
addiuonal control over several zones not possible. 

Evaluation from normal outputs; normal short timestep gives high temporal 
resolution fer solar and heatmg system interactions. 

S - No detailed answer, but brief explanation summarised here: 

There is no model of air flow networks or h~t recovery; these could be rep
resented by interzone conductances or, in more detail, via the Port, but this 
would be a 'major task. Therefore use of the model for this study is not recom
mended by the authors. 
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CASE 4: DAYLIGHTING 

This is a hypothetical wharehouse building for DIY retailing, and the case study 
concentrates on daylighting, thermal storage of heavy structure, and rooflight shut
ter8 to function as insulation and blinds. 

Choice of Issues For Assessment 

The design proposal contains a set of passive solar design measures which have 
been evaluated as part of ETSU's Design Studies project to demonstrate which 
measures are successful and should be retained and which measures are not and 
should be either modified or removed. 

Starting out from the design team's stated intent and their proposed solution, the 
following issues have been selected: 

1. The represent~tion of both the daylighting and artificial lighting installations 
and the control of the systems by (i) Photo electric on/off control and (ii) A con
tinuous clinuning systeni. 

2. The particular features of interest are: 

(a) The computation of the internal daylight levels. 

(b) The interception of solar and daylight by the roof light opening and shutter. 

(c) The interaction between the lighting and thermal systems. For example, the 
operation of the rooflight shutters to control overheating will have an effect on 
both the lighting systems and the heat conduction through the rooflights. 

3. What information could be generated to assess: 

(a) The influence of the lighting control strategy on the passive solar contribution. 

(b) Control strategies for avoiding summer overheating. 

E - No lighting control. Heating, venting and blind effects as Case 1. 

H 

s 

New release has lighting control algorithms using daylight/actors and access 
to separate software with full lighting design features. 

Evaluation would start with reference case of no control and see the effects 
of different control strategies. 

Skylights as Case 1 but shutter effects on daylight not modelled. Lighting 
modeUed as series of li~h ting c.ircui~ in differ~nt areas. Control is .on/off only, 
between two levels, wnh no d1mmmg, but this could be added with software 
ch.ange. Shua~r operation could b.e sched!lled or, with software chanse. made 
automatic on internal conditions. Daylight level could be found usmg day
·light factor (see S) but really needs direct beam model. 

Evaluation from solar radiation, heating and lighting energy, and internal tem
peratures, compared with different control strategies. 

Lighting level from user-surplied BRE daylight factor taking into accountex
temaJ obstructions, intema ·geometry and surface finishes, eic. Direct beam 
radiation added to diffuse for calculating illuminance as lumped total, effec
tively as if all diffuse. Conli'ol as on/off or dimmed in different zones. Over
heaun~ controlled by venting (see Case 1) and blinds on internal conditions; 
insulauon by scheduHng glazing U vaJues. 

Evaluation from hourly zone temperatures, heating and lighting demand, and 
solar radiation for different control strategies. 
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Conclusions on Design Cases 
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These conclusions make no reference to specific models, as this would make lhe discussion 
too convoluted; ~e reader should refer lO the above, the rest of the Summary, and indjvid
ual Question.naires. The desigJ! cases highlight the inherent difficulty of realistically repre
senting physical situations w11h any model. They also reveal several points relevant to the 
Programme concerning the existing and potential ~tales of the models. Cases I and 2 illus
trate t!Je problems· associated with the large areas of glazing which typify passive solar de
sign; these are princi{'ally the glazing system itself, the assymetric long-wave radiation field, 
comfort assessment mcorporating short-wave radiation, and convecllve effects. 

Air flow modelling, examined specifically in ~se 3 but irnportaJ:it throughout, is a major 
con~m .. Buoyancy driven flows ~nd lf?JllpeiaturestratificatiC?n ~e impo~t for sun spaces. 
V.enlllat1on (natural and mechanical) IS unportant for all bwldings; Whtie the benefits Of a 
full air flow m6del lo replace user-supJ>l\ed nows are debataJ:>le-, a model which treats air 
mass adeq~tely would seem essential for many problems. Modelling plant and control at 
the simple leveJ of characteristics can also have a large effect compared lO an idealised treat
ment, so this too is important Lighling c-Ontrol woufd appear to be easy to add to any model 
at the level of daylight factors, but a geometric approach which may be needed for suffi
cient real is~ in many cases would require a geometrically based model. 

There is a clear need for "add-on extras" to software, either by modifying existing routines 
or inserting new ones supplied by the user. For the latter a formal mechanism is very use
ful and would be highly desirable for any model in the Programme; the lauer depends on 
software structure, discussed in Section 4. Howev~r, it is sometimes difficult lO interpret 
the meaning of phrases such as " ... bur could be included by a simple modification to sub
routine XYZ". 

Much of the design evaluatjon given in the original replies was concerned with methodo
logy, n~t of direct interest here, but it also hi~hhghts th~ need for an adequate range of out
put vanables. For comfort, separate convective and radiant temperatures are needed to cal
~ulate ~ccepte4 comfort indices, while for energy, the split between radiant and convective 
mputs IS often 1mportanL 
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7.0 SOURCE CODE 

Purpose: 

7.1 Availability 

Confirm that the source code is available with adequate documen
tation and establish the ease of modification. 

Confirmation of the availability of the source code and the provision of one copy 
of the source code documentation. YES/NO 

I Yes for all models 

7.2 Coding 

An explanation of the coding technique and the authors view of the balance be
tween elegance and efficiency versus clarity to unfamiliar users. 

E - Code is "liberally commented .and well-documenled". lnpul-output is di
vorced from. procedural issues. Flexibility has always been chosen in pref
erence to efficiency. To quote theJ'argon: "If a user is computer- literate and 
technology sympathetic, they will ind it easy ID effecc changes to ESP. If not, 
they will be totally confused and lost." 

H - To quote: "Code is structured and written for clarity, this generally at the ex
pense of run-tinfe efficiency." Authors place stress on ease of modification 
and clarity of code for users. 

S - . The program is, to quote: "reasonably well structured and documenled (com
mented) although the documemation is probably inadequate for an unfamil
iar user". Software structure is hierarchical with modules and transfer between 
modules well documented. However, a major deficiency is insufficient cross
referencing of variables between modules. Code is "neither elegant nor effi
cient but is self-evident and straightforward. It 

Outside users a2reed with these comments. They felt that H was very clear and easy to un
detstand, E slignlly less so due to its complexity but still well structured, while the case cod
ing of s ·was poorly written and documented. 

7 .3 Updating 

Description of the procedures adopted for updating and releasing new versions of 
the source code and the associated documentation. 

E 

H 

s 

SUMMARY : Source Code 

Regularut>dates. New manual twice a year. Outside users complained of de
lays in sof ving software problems and correcting bugs. 

Updating for bug fixing available from authors. Funding awaited for full up
dating and release of new version 1.2. 

New versions released by CAP to ETSU on request, with supplements to the 
manual. 
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7 .4 Source Code Modifications 

A detailed description of how a user could change an algorithm for the following 
cases: 

(a) Any special facilities which do not interfere with main code, e.g. for tempor
ary insemon of special algorithm or values 

(b) Addition of algorithm, with and without additional 1/0 data. 

Notes: Identify any relevant documentation including cross- referencing 
documentation to prevent unexpected results of software changes. 
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E 

H 

s 

A document exists describing system at source code level using logic cliag
rams, subroutine trees, subroutine description, common block descriptions, 
subroutine and common block association matrices and file channels. Thus 
all the necessary information is available for modifying the source code and 
(in principle) knowing what the effects will be. 

Temp<>rary algorithms can be 'inserted' using 'Zipper points' which are es
sentially (nonnaJJy ~ummy) ~ubroutine calls which can be enabl.ed.or disabled 
as required,. Olherw1se, pem:ianent chan~es can be made to eXJsung subrou
tines or new ones inserted. The modulanty of the input and output data sets, 
software, and manuals, facilitate code modification. 

The user 'Port' allows quiclc alterations to code for special applications. It is 
a ~in.gle subroutine ca,11~ at stra1egic points in the main simulation module 
with access to most v~ables and spate arrays for outputs. The user creates 
new cQde an~ inserts it into the .Port subroutine. This facili~ h;as been used 
for several thmgs. Permanent mmor changes can be made within the model, 
but this is more difficulno control and document in the long term. 

All three models have at their cores a sequence of subroutine calls before the inte~tion at 
each .tirnestep, SQ a new routine c.an ·be inserted into the sequence in a similar way for any 
model. The 'Zipper' and 'Pon• of H and S are merely dlimmy subroutine calls which for
malize this, ~nd are not reaDy necessary for a compet~nt programmer. However, CAP use 
the Port facility in S extensively and the formal arrangements of H & S are an advantage 
for users riot familiar with the software. More important is the overall structure and ease 
of understanding; outside users who modified all three models found H by far the easiest 
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8.0 USER SUPPORT 

Purpose: To gauge the support available to the user. 

8.1 Availability 

Confirmation of the availability of user documentation and the provision of one 
copy of the documentation. 

YES/NO 

YES for aU models 

8.2 Updating 

Description of the procedures adopted for updating and releasing new versions of 
the user documentation. 

E 

H 

See 7.3 

Currently no formal support or manpower available; bug fixes distributed to 
users as bugs are identified and corrected. 

S - Supplements, released after major changes. 

This is important. 

8.3 User Experience 

Describe the experience of buildings and simulation modelling expected of a user 
to enable them to understand the documentation and run the model. 

E 

H 

s 

Easy to 'drive' model for those with an aptitude for CAD but nevertheless this 
probably takes a few weeks to become proficient; tuition greally speeds learn
In$. Th~ main problem is said Lo be in developing a personal methodology for 
using the mqdel and interpreting the results. Author claims problems are com
pounded when model is simplified. 

Little help given, except from examples in the manual. 

Require8 reasonable Fortran skills and knowledge of operating system fea
tures such as the editor and general building knowledge, but is quick to learn. 

Fairly simple.to understand for a new user; aboqt 2 days of lraining ft:<J,Uired. 
Pro-forma sheets forinputs make inp~t preparation easy, albeit old-fashioned. 
The .main problem is user skill in develoP.ing a methodology, and under
standing both.the model JimiLations and buildings. 

Th~ is agreement that 'dtjving' the model is a minor part of the whole process, the rest of 
which remains an o~ration requiring human skills and experience which for all models in
cludes knowledge of the theoretical and actual operation of buildings. 
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8.4 Modelling Strategies 

What is the nature of the advice given to the user on strategies for creating physi
cal descriptions suitable for modelling different building types and patterns of 
usage? 

E 

H 

s 

Refers to advice gi".en in man~!. This is mainly about the mechanics of set
ting up files, or.cter of operations, etc. but does include some general advice 
a~ut modelling. It is the opinion of the authors that use of simulation mod
els is not developed enough for the "fortnulation of application paradigms" 
(ah.is probably means methodology). 

The details of vreparing input data are explained in detail in the manual, but 
.there is 'very little general advice on creating a physical description, except 
for the structure imposed upon it by the input data structure. 

Jn the manual there is some user u1 general advice on the applicability and limi
tations of the model, the results of modelling exercises (e.g. what were found 
to be the important parameters), etc. 

Modelling methodology is now a major research issue but little specific work has yet been 
done. No model manual wpuld be expected to give inore than briefalvice on it At pres
ent, it remains up to the skill and experience of ihe user. 

8.5 Asmstance 

To what extent does the software, user or other available documentation assist the 
user in the translation from the chosen physical description to the input data set 
for simulation? 
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H 

s 

An input management program prompts, checks and coordinates inputs, but 
users have reported many bugs in this program. Some entries have assigned 
defaults. Access to multHayer and material properties databases for walls and 
windows and plant item database. Most experienced users create and edit files 
using the system editor. 

The manual explains very clearly how to input data with a simple example; 
the input files themselves require the names of most data items (the names 
must be put in by the u.ser) so· are easy to understand, but each file must be 
created and modified with the operating system editors without any assistance 
or data checking from the program. A file of material properties {but not con
sttuctions) is available. There are defaults for ·many parameters. The lack of 
assistance or error checking leaves a large potential for user errors going un
noticed. 

The manual gives possible ways of describing a building, with example sets, 
An editor program manages and prompts for user inputs, with type and bound 
checks and defaults fqr IJlOSt data and a demand for others if not given. Alter
natively, pro-form a sheets can be filled in and entered into structured files. 
No files of materials or constructions available initially, but these can be built 
up by the user . 

. It is largely up to the user to map his description to numerical data; E and S, but not H, will 
prevent some obvious mistakes. 
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8.6 Support 

Availability and cost of support within the model author groups to advise external 
users, particularly ETSU and the projected availability of this help over the next 
3 years. 

E - ESRU can supply any level of support, costed on a consultancy basis. 

H - No funding or man~wer.available at present. ~UJ?port is almost totally de
pendent on the conunued mvolvement of the pnnc1pal author. 

S - Continuing at present level (Not specified) 
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9.0 USERINTERFACE 

9.1 

Purpose: To establish the characteristics of the user interface 

Data Input and Input Constraints 

1. Describe the formal structure of the input data set 

E - Organized conventionally as records in files; these contain either numerical 
data, or other file names, in A~Cll format. 'Ilie file name appears as a bead

. ing; input files are difficull to read directly, but the data they conlain can be 
listed clearly with headings from within the input management program. 

H - In structured, readable command formats. These include the verbs ENABLE 
for progi:am modules and SET for run parameters, file definitions in form File
name= -·· etc .. but all these must be set up by the user: see 8.5. The syntax 

· takes a long time to understand. 

S - Uses files for different input sections. These have 4 lines of header informa
tion and column headings for each ~ble of input data, with indication of data 
type (text or numeric). They are thus easy to understand. 

Rank order for ease of understanding: S H E. 
Outside users agreed that S had the best input data structure. 

2. Describe t_he methods of entering and editing data including links to other soft
ware such as architectural drawing :packages, and comments on how appropriate 
different strategies· are in different circumstances. 

E 

E . 

H 

s 

Various techniques. Normal inputs are with input mana~ement program re
sponding_ to prompts, or for more experienced users ediung files with opera
tmg sys~m editors. Links ~Q geomelri~ CAD pac~ages are possible, but auth-
ors consider no good data mpurtechmque yet exists anywhere. 

A forms-driven on-screen editing facility has been added in Release 7.1. 

Uses operating srstem editor to create and alter files. No built-in editor/input 
module or graphical inputs. 

A module within the model is used as a line editor; arguments are entered sep
arated by commas or spaces. Alternatively, any text editor can be used; this 
may be essential for making global edits when using large numbers of simi

. lar files. A facility exists (called SERil.JNK) lo read geometry files from a 
CAD tool called SCRIBE_, useful for checkin~ geometric consistency or 
changing shapes, but the geometry is not used wuhm the program explicitly. 

As "".itb most S¥Stems,, a learning period is required, but once a user is familiar with the file 
structures, editing with an operating system editor is faster than a dedicated program de
signed for new 1,1sers. In this case, the lack of description within input files (e.g. column 
headings) makes E slightly more difficult to use. 
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3. Input Requirements and constraints including: 

Climatic variables; method of describing zone geometry and constraints on zone 
shape; method of specifying window/door geometry, maximum number allowed; 
maximum number of zones: maximum number of component elements per struc
ture. 

Climate: 

Geometry: 

E 

H 

s 

Sizes: 

E 

H 

s 

All models require nonnal climate variables : some are needed only for cer
rain options. 

The only truly geometric model. No con~traints on zone shape as long as zone 
swfaceS can be defined by vat.ex coordinates (so all surfaces are planar). 

No real geometry so no constraints, but surface tilt and azimuth required. 

No real geometry but a zone has a height and floor area, at least nominally, 
~d surfaces have height, length, azimuth and tilt. This implies zones are rec
tilinear but there is no geometry to check this. 

Upper limits on numbers of zones, constructions, etc., high enough for most 
work, but these can be increased if necessary. 

No constraints except size of memory of machine. 

Upper limits, but these can be raised by changing a Fortran statement 

No serious constraints except those inherent in models. Sizes can easily be changed. 

4. Databases of material proJ?erties and other 'guide book' data, and guidance on 
choice of inputs including information about default values generated by the 
model, and whether these can be overidden by the user. 
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E - Construction database holds thermal and surface properties for approximate
.ly 100 products. A module exists for combining these to form project-specific 
constructions and produce infonnation on U-values and condensation. De
fault values exist for many parameters. User can edit the database and add 
new constructions. 

H - Database of standard material properties and users can create their own in par
allel, together with databases of multi-layer constructions Many parameters 
, have default values. 

S - No databases supplied with code, but CAP have produced their own for ma-
terials and occupancy and heating schedules. 

Rank order: All roughly equal. 

All models use defaults, but it is not clear how much advice (if any) is offered to the user 
on when they are appropriate. 
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5. Extent to which model attem,PtS to ensure that input data are reasonable and con
sistent, including geometric visualization, topological analysis (eg air flow net
works, zone linking), ran~e checks on numerical quantities and cross checking 
against QS bills of quantities. 

E - Many checks on ran~es of input data and consistency of derived data (e.g. 
zone volumes), and Visualisation of building geometry. 

H - To quote, "There is litµe checking on input data consistency". User warned 
of possible instabilicy for inappropriate umesteps. Some checks deliberately 
omiued to allow full flexibility as research tool 

S - Simple checks on: 

illegal time and date data 
illegal fan placement 
correct data range and format 
certain values are not zero 
total internal solar distribution adds up to 1 
total window area does not exceed total wall area for any wall. 

There are no other checks. 

Rank order. E S H. 
Data checking would.seem very desirable for widespread use of any model, particularly for 
consistency which can be overlooked in checking raw data. 

9.2 Output Data Sets 

1. Conte!1ts and structure of output data. set(s) befoi:e processin~, including options 
for varymg number of data output dunng s1mulattons. Is the input data reflected 
in the output? 

E - Entire input and output ~ala sets are transferred to a database of random ac
·cess binary files. This can be filt~red to produce ASCII output files. There are 
4 save levels for output. Graphical and statistical anslysis 1s offered (see sec
tion 6.1). 

Full list of input data and derived variables (areas, volumes, etc.) can be 
generated in readable formal. 

H ,. Output can be turned on and off in schedules and the time resolution varied 
from one t:ipiestep to one.day. Output is divided into 'blocks' by~; these 
are meteorologi~l. spa9<:8, surfaces, heating, water (i.e. latent), radiant The 
output files, wlllch cpntam a lot of commentary text, are very large but easy 
to follow. All these are ·optional and selected by the user, but there are no op
tiQns.for what ap~ within each block at each output interval. Indeed, out
side users had to write their own prist-processors to remove unwanted text, al
though· this was not difficult. There is litlle reflection of input data in the out
put files. 

s 

New output formats more compact with post-processors for standard tables 
and graphs. 

. Output file contains an echo of l,he input file and entries used from library 
files, a summary section of static variables such as Jables of areas, U values, 
etc. for walls, .. and blocks of user-selected output data; ambient, building, 
zones, windows, walls, surfaces, fans, rockbins, Trombes, or all. 

The graphical facility in E is useful for rapid understanding. The echo of input data in S is 
a useTulfeature, especially for archived results. The output structure of His not suitable for 
routine assessment at present. 

Outside users fouml the clear structure and portability of S outputs the most useful fonnat 
For any model, it would be quite easy to change or extend the output formats. 
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2. Summary of statistical analyses (averages, regression, extrema, time series etc) 
and forms of presentation (graphical, spreadsheet, tabular etc) directly available 
to the user. 

E - (See also section 6.1) 

Summary statistics and other statistics e.g. regression (Link to NAG library) 

Energy balance for defined point (pie chart of table) 

Graphs of variable against time but not variable against variable in current 
version 

Mappings to different comfort scales. 

H - Output in basic readable tables. No post-processors in release 1, but some 
simple graphics being developed. 

S - Basic statistics for pre-defined variables 

Frequency distribution tables 

Some post processing being developed by CAP~ 

Simple arithmetic and statistical functions in MANIP/MERGE, operating on 
output files 

High quality graphics for reports produced by AUTOG 

Graphs and tables from output files using SYMPHONY being developed. 

Lack of gra,Phical facili~es in H (and to some ex~nt S) could be a disadvantage in helping 
understandmg of behaviour, but graphs could easily be added to any other model. 

9.3 Training Period 

An estimate of the training period necessary before a new user could run a simple 
simulation from raw data on a building and its usage pattern. 
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As reported by authors: 

E "Based on experience with students, it is estimated that a new user will ac
quire the skills nece5sary to simply control ESP within one week. To effec
uvely apply the model in the real world will depend on a deep understanding 
of the issues underlying buiJding energy and simulation. Therefore, to save 
energy in buildings may take a new user the rest of his or her life!" 

H - "1 day to run examples in documentation 

I week to run simple building as modification to examples 

6 months to full knowledge of both data and coding principles." 

S - "A week." 

Obviously a very difficult thing to define and dependent upon the natural aptitude of a user, 
bat the answers reflect, perhaps, the comJ>lexiues of the models. Outside users estimated 
that an initial, tutored ttain:ing course would take about 2 weeks for H and E and 2-3 days 
for S. They considered S to be better suited to self-teaching with the manual. 
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9.4 Free Comment on User Interface 

Summarized here: 
E 

H 

Arguably advanced for its time when developed, but now, according to the 
authors, "badly in need of a retrofit" compared to the latest computer devel
opments, but still advanced by the standards of current building models. A 
large effort is going into a new interface exploiting the latest technology. 

Output facilities are limited. 

Much in-house work has been going on since release to produce better out
put, including tabu.laf post-ptocessing and simple graphics. 

S - The ideal interface is considered to be a function of the user and the applica
tion. Four main functions: 

1. Creating input datasets 

S is well suited to this 

2. Checking data sets 

S ,ejects all simple errors and echoes the input in the output which is essen
tial for archiving for later analysis 

3. Analysis of results 

S produces simple, readable tables. Thus easy to analyse or input to other soft
ware, e.g. database 

4. Communication of results 

Probably unrealistic to incorporate report qµality graphics into simulation 
software. The package AUTOG has been 'invaluable" in producing high 
quality graphics. 
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10.0 FREE COMMENT 

Purpose: 

E 

H 

s 

To provide an opportunity for author groups to comment freely on 
any issues arising fro"m the questionnaire or the use of their model 
in the context of the Passive Solar Programme. 

"~SP is a model for designers and researchers alike. Contrary to popular be
lief it has a very organised data strucbire which makes it easy to apply and to 
modify.• 

Felt to be "ideally suited to detailed investigative modelling of the energy and 
environmental per(ortnance of buildings, and for matching monitoring experi
ments of short time scale processes .... it is less suitable for general design as
sessment (e.g. annual fuel costs)". 

Authors consider passive solar simulation "near to the forefront of modelling 
techniques and capabilities such that flexibility and ease of develo~ment 
should be a major consideration in assessing models for use in ETSU s pro
gramme". 

There is a useful summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the model, upon 
wh.ich the seleetion of S for ETSU was made in 1982. The main strengths are 
widespread use, speed of running, good user interface and easy changes to 
code via 'Port'. The main weaknesses are due to the simplifications used in 
al~orithms and complex data structures within the code making changes to 
this difficult. 

In vi~w of these, the role of the model is seen as complementary to more de
tailed models. It is considered that thorough comparisons with more detailed 
models will clarify the appropriate range of application of S. 
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ANNEX3 

COMPUTER RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

As part of the evaluation exercise described in Section 1, a detailed comparison of 
the relative 'ease of use' of the three models was i:i1ade by CAP Scientific [11]. 
For the study, the following working definition of ease of use was adopted: 

• the 'ease of use' of a Eacka~e is inversely proportional to both man and ma
chine resources needed to yield a meaningtul answer to a given problem. 

This section is a summary of the main results and conclusions from the CAP re
port relevant to machine resources. The exercise was carried out for two problems; 
a simple two-zone model of a test cell (using all three models) and a 13-zone model 
of a three-bedroomed detached house (using just ESP and SERI-RES). 

Machine Resources 

The following machine factors affect how quickly input data can be prepared, 
simulations run and output analysed: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

processor speed 

available core memory 

disk access and read/write speed 

operating system efficiency 

Simulation speed is not the only important factor. If many simulations are carried 
out, particularly in batch mode with all results stored, the available disk space may 
be a limiting factor. 

Improvements in processor speed and the operating system normally benefit each 
of the models equally. Increases in · disk space and access speed have benefits 
which vary with the volume and freq·uency of disk access required by the model. 

These results are for the simple two-zone model. The resources are divided into 
core memory space, disk space and running time. 

-· Two sjmulations were run for each package; 

• an annual run with an output file containing a monthly breakdown of the zonal 
heat flows and temperatures. 

• a 'sample days' simulation . . The mod'.el is run for a ten day period, outputting 
hourly data on the last two days only; again, a breakdown of zonal heat flows 
and temperatures are output. 

All simulations were run in batch mode on a Perkin Elmer 3230 which o:pera tes at 
0.7 MIPS, with an available core memory space of 1.85 Megabytes, and 1t has two 
67 Megabytes fixed disks. On the Perkin Elmer, ASCil formatted files have a 
fixed le.-igth record. On most other machines (Sun,Whitechapel, Vax, IBM PC) 
t}ley have variable length records . This means that the Perkin Elmer stores ASCII 
f orinatted: files less efficiently than most other machines. Therefore the storage 
space for each model on ·an IBM formatted disk is given in brackets in table A3.1. 
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SERI-RES HTB2 ESP 

Core memory 706kbytes 658 kbytes 1416kbytes 

Run time (minutes) CPU elapsed CPU elapsed CPU elapsed 
Sample day 0.85 1.30 7.50 8.30 0.42 0.53 
Annual 16.2 17.0 280 290 28.7 63.1 

Disk space: 
program 2.9Mbytes 1.8 Mbytes 14.4Mbytes 

kbytes kbytes kbytes 
Input files 8(6.1)* 60.3(11.8)* 12.9(5.3)* 
Yearly weather data 240(239)* 420(352)* 240(239)* 
Work files 155 0 0 
Output 

sample day 140 770 58 
annual 70 5760 8400 

* storage times on an IBM formatted disk are shown in brackets. 

Table A3.1 Comparison of computer resource requirements for the three models SERI
RES, HTB2 and ESP. 

The following comments help to explain the results shown in Table A3.1. 

Core Memory: The core memory required to run Eis about twice that of S or H, 
but this is unlikely to cause problems on current machines. 

Disk Space: The E suite of programs occupies about 10 times the disk space of 
S and 20 times that of H. Again, this should not cause problems on current ma
chines. 

Weather Files: The storage space required by weather files varies between mod
els, but is a small part of the total. 

Output Files: There is no output processing in H; data are stored for zones and 
elements at a maximum interval of one hour, and read directly from the output file. 
0Qtput proeessing in S is done during the simulation and the maximum output in
terval is one day, with data stored on a zone by zone basis. In E, the maximum in
terval is one hour and data are stored for zones and elements in binary; they are 
subsequently exn:acted using a program separate from the simulation pro~am. 
The times given for E are the sum of the simulation and output extraction nmes. 
The different output file contents mean that the output files for H and E require 
much more disk space than forS. 

Machine Time: This is expressed in minutes of computer processing unit (CPU) 
time and elapsed time. Elapsed time (the total machine time from start to finish, 
including disk reading and writing) is the critical factor for a given machine, while 
CPU, time is the best measure of computer time actually performing numerical cal
culations. In contrast to disk space requirements, it is not easy to estimate elapsed 
time for a many-zone simulanon from a two-zone simulation, and the ratios be
tween models will sometimes change com~letely. This is because the maximum 
timestep for Hand S giving numerical stability (of the order of a minute) is deter
mined by the construction, while Eis always numerically stable and the maximum 
timestep is fixed at one hour. 
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Tables A3.2 and A3.3 summarise the manual effort and machine resources required 
for modelling the.two-zone test cell, using all three models, and the 13-zone house 
using ESP and SERI-RES respectively. 

For each of the simulation packages SERI-RES, HTB2 and ESP a simple two-zone model 
was input, checRed, and run using the ETSU Perkin-Elmer 3230. The following table sum-
marises the manual effort and machine resources required. 

a: Manual En'ort (minutes} 

Inputting the data 
Consbllction 
Geometry 
Remaining parameters 
Tolal 

Checking the data 
Construction 
Geometry 
Remaining parameters 
Total 

Total manual effort 

b: Machine resources 

Elapsed time (minutes) 
Ten days simulation 
Annual simulation 

Disk working space (kbytes) 
Ten days simulation 
Annual simulation 

(t) Simulation time 
(l) Output post-processing time 

SERI-RES 

20 
20 
10 
50 

4 
5 
1 
10 

60 

SERI-RES 

1 
20 

140 
70 

HTB2 

30 
30 
30 
90 

6 
14 
10 
30 

120 

HTB2 

8 
300 

770 
5760 

Table A3.2 Ease-of-use benchmarks (two-zone model) . 
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ESP 

40 
10 
50 
100 

18 
5 
7 
30 

130 

ESP 

o.s<l) 
60 = 20(1)+40<2> 

60 
8400 
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For the two simulation programs SER-RES and ESP, the Linford house was input, checked 
and run using the ETSU Perkin-Elmer 3230. The manual effort and machine resources are 
summarised below: 

a: Manual effort (minutes) 

Inputting the data 
Constnx:tion 
Geometty 
Casual gains 
Heating system 
Remaining parameters 
Total 

Checldng the data 
Total 

Total manual effort 

b: Machine resources 

Elapsed time (minutes) 
Ten days simulation 
Annual simulation 

Disk wOJking space (kbytes) 
Ten days simulation 
Annual simulation 

(I) Simulation time 

SERI-RES ESP 

15 90 
100 500 
30 30 
20 40 
10 50 
175 710 

90 24 

265 (4.5 hrs) 950 (16 hrs) 

SERI-RES ESP 

6.8 4.5<1> 
44 480 = 260<1><3>+220<2><3> 

580 350 
260 56 000<3> 

<2> Output post-processing time 
<3> Extrapolated from a one month run 

Table A3.3 Ease-of-use benchmarks (13-zone model). 
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